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MILLION PASSED

EVELYN THAW

FOR MESILIA

WITHJEW

RESERVOIR

OR THE STORY OF

JOSEPH'S

WHOM NEVERSAW BEFORE

COAT

How That Many Colored Garment Is
Excelled by the Coat of Many
Colors Worn by the

SENATE OBJECTS TO FOREST

CONFR0NTEDBYDR. FLINT

ITSELF

REPEATS

HISTORY

Evidence From Her Mother's This Insures an Early Completion of That Important
Affidavits Which Jerome
' New Mexico Project.
Claims to Have.

RESERVES WITHOUT CONSENT

OF THIS CITY
MORNING
PAPER
CHANGING
ALWAYS
On Trip to Europe White's Money Beverldge's Amendment For Pack
ers to Pay Expense of Inspetlon.
kWas Used Only For Her
nWssMsSMM
Killed on Point of Order.
Mother Says Witness.
On Every Side of Any Question Where Revenue Could be
Found and Only as Long as RevNew York, Feb. 25. Mrs. Evelyn Special to The Evening Cltlsen.
.
25.
The
D.
Feb.
Washington,
C,
NesbitThaw
u called to the stand sundry civil appropriation
enue Could Be Had.
bill passed
at the "opening session of her husnnauy.
any
Saturday night,
n
.

band's murder trial, and without
preliminary statement Jerome plunged into the
Mrs. Thaw looked refreshed after
her three days of respite and answered the first questions confidently.
Jerome, as upon previous days In
n.

the house
carries with It the appropriation of
tl. 000.000 for the Engle dam, which
This
sum Is Immediately available.
will insure the early completion oi
that proposition.

SENATE WANTS CONGRESS
ACT ON FOREST RESERVES.
Washington, Feb. 25. When th-agricultural appropriation bill was
taken up in the senate today the Ful
ton amendment, providing that no
forest reserves shall hereafter be cre
ated or enlarged without an act of
congress, In the states of Oregon,
Washington. Idaho, Montana, Colo
rado and Wyoming, was adopted
without debate.
An amendment adding $1,000 000
to the appropriation for the Improve
ment of forest reserves was alia
adopted.
The amendment that hereatts the
date of inspection cni canning must
be placed on the label of meat pro
ducts, was agreed to.
Beverldge then offered his amend
ment, placing the cost of niat In
spectlon upon the packers, and took
the floor to address tho senate on Its
necessity. Warren gave notlje that
at the proper time he would make a
point of order against this amend
ment.
PHILADELPHIA CRICKET- President Back From Trip.
EKS FOR BERMUDA
Washington, Feb. 25. The presi
Philadelphia,
Pa., Feb. 25. The dent arrived this afternoon on his re
Philadelphia cricket team,- accom- turn trip Irom Massachusetts.
panied by a large party, sailed on'
uermuua,
ror
Bcvcrldgo Bill Knocked Out.
Bermudlan
the
Washington, Feb. 25. The Bever
where they will arrive on the 25th.
play-a,i
y
two-dawill
be
matches
Idge amendment to the agricultural
Three
nn tha Isl.inrt. with thn Hamilton bill, placing the cost of meat inspec
Navy,
Cricket club, the Army and
tlon on the packers, was ruled out on
ana tne
a point of order.

continued to
ls
"jump from point to point In the witness' story.
Jerome continued to hold the menace of documentary evidence before
the witness In the form of affidavits
The witness said
from her mother.
she had often been to supper with
George W. Lederer and Jack Barry-morShe was confronted In court
by Dr. Carlton Flint, but denied
positively that she had ever seen him
before, or that she had gone to him
with Jack. Barrymore.
Rules Out Jerome's Question,
Justice Fitzgerald ruled out the
question made by Jerome when he
asked Mrs. Thaw If Stanford White
had not urged her to have Jack Bar
rymore arrested upon the charge of
seduction. In telling of her trip to
Europe, Evelyn said that she used
some of White's letter of credit, but
Mrs. Nesblt
only for her mother.
got It all. Thaw said the money was
"poison."
n,
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THREE DEATHS IN

DF STEVE

ADAMS IS

DENVER ARE

WRAPPED

History does repeat Itself, and
sometimes the repetition produces a
very poor imitation, but nevertheless
the resemblance can always be traced.
McPherson,
New Mexico, in Danny
has produced a sort of a modern tinhorn Joseph, and the Morning Journal serves very well for the coat of
many colors. It has backed and
and
hauled, flopped and
until all track of its
sold and
winding course has been lost, but as
each change has added a patch of a
different color to Its raiment, even the
casual eye can see the rainbow effect.
It was once democratic, under the
same ownership, and its flop to the
republican party was based upon
most flimsy grounds. No matter what
the excuse then given happened to be,
it wanted to divide the county prlnt- ng, and came over to get it.
The Journal, published by the
Democrat Printing Company, Danny
McPherson, president, was not a reformer until it found some sentiment
in Albuquerque against the Hubbels
In the county division matter, and as
discovered
the
soon as Danny
strength of this sentiment he changed
the policy of the Journal by kicking
out the office cat, or discharging
the office boy. Danny then had absolved himself from the wickedness
of the past and became a
variety.
reformer of the white-win- g
He continued to be a reformer, and
against the wicked Hubbells, until he
thought he saw an opportunity to un
load one of his eoi poratlons upon the
city, at an excessive value. Then Dancolored
ny put another brilliantly
patch upon the Journal garment, and
he supported the Hubbells.
But as every one Is aware The Citi
zen put a crimp on this scheme and
he lost.
Meanwhile the Journal supported
Rodey for congress, but the machine
bunch took Danny to Santa Fe three
days before the convention, and the
Journal threw Rodey down for An
drews Just three days before the con
vention met. This added another
brilliant patch to the coat, but Btill
another was to come and the Journal
went back on Andrews before elec
tion and did not support him.
re-so- ld

full-flegd-

ALL THE LATENT POPULAR, COMICAL
AND SENTIMENTAL SoHGS OF THE DAY:
"OH! HOW I LOVE dURJUM." "DOWN
IN THE RIO GRANDE VALLEY. I LIE."
"HOW I .SCHEME TO GET THE DolGH."
"HOW THEY KICKED ME OUT Of SANTA

Mystery-Bail- ey

ge

The bodies of
Wright and her
daughter were found in
their home today, while the uncon
sctous form of the husband was discovered in another room. The police
theories are a double murder and sul- -'
cide, or a trlpple suicide. There is a
bare chance that an accident caused
the deaths. Some poison was used
the police believe- it was eyandite of
potassium. Wright was connected wun
Correspondence
the International
school of Scranton, Pa.
Denver, Feb.
Mrs. Benjamin

26.
C.

Bui Icy Committee Discharged.
Austin, Feb. 25. The state senate
at noon passed a resolution dismiss
ing the Bailey Investigating commit
tee before it could prepare a report
exonerating Bailey in every particu
lar. The vote was 16 ayes to 11 nays.

Juitgo Wofford Dead.
Kansas City, Feb. 25. Judge John
W. WofTord, noted for the quaint
philosophy he injected into his decis
ions, died today, aged 69. In one de
cislon he held that a wife had the
right to "go through her husband'
pockets." He said when a man married he took this risk. The judge
served with distinction in, the Con
federate army.

Wallace, Feb. 25. The state this
morning closed Its case agalnBt Steve
Adams, charged with the murder of
Fred Tyler, saving for the last hours
the testimony of Bulkeley Wells, for
mer adjutant general of Colorado,
who told of a confession made to
him by Adams while a prisoner en
route from Boise to Colorado In CUS'
tody of Detective Thlele and Deputy
Sheriff Johnson. Wells testified that
Adams confessed that he helped Simp-ki"buip off" two men in the north
ern part of Idaho, who had been giv
ing Simpkins trouble In connection
with timber claims. Wells denied
that any threat was made or any inducement offered to Adams to secure
his confession.

"WON'T IT &E JOLLY WHEN EVREPUBLICAN
LAY J BENEATH THE
ERY
.SOD?"
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M. Bradley, indicted for the murder
of former Senator Arthur M. Brown,
was arraigned here today. She plead
ed not guilty and the case was re
manded. No time has yet been set
for the trial.

n.iti; bill

les.

proprlatlons does not worry htm. He
has too many patches of varied hues
on his coat now to mind another one
or two, and every time he adds a
patch, he also adds to the revenues
of his corporations.
The ancient Joseph was a man of
much wisdom, and gave It freely unto
the people, but while he was talking
with his mouth he did not overlook
the opportunity to corner the grain
market. His modern Imitator In Albuquerque Is willing to attract attention by wearing a many colored coat,
and he will offer much advice through
his mouthpiece. Meanwhile he will
not overlook the main chance, and if
the people are foolish enough to listen
to him he will corner all those good
things he has selected as his reward
for this particular fit of reform, In
which he is now working.
But there la the Journal, his coat
of many colors. There are iue republican and the democratic patches,
the Hubbells and the
patches; the Andrews and the
patches; the Rodey and the
y
patches; the patches put
there while It was standing with the
robbing of the county on the printing,
and the patch put there by several
recent little deals, but Inside all, the
profits go Into the one exchequer.
Each change of interest has brought
a change of policy and Its accompanying patch, and each change has
been accomplished by kicking out the
poor office cat, or by the discharge of
some unfortunate office boy, but all
the time the actual management has
remained the same In Danny. And
all the time Danny never overlooks
the main chance, even while he fools
around In the shadow of a great big
patch which threatens to make the
color of his coat so black that charcoal will make a white mark on It.
Whenever the cause he now espouses so vociferously, ceases to offer
bountiful harvests and rewards for
Danny and the corporate interests he
represents, no doubt he will again
change the policy of the Journal, tuus
adding one more patch to his coat of
many colors.
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DENIES THAT

TREASURY OUT

HIS ROAD

$200,000

MERELY A BOOK

FOR STATE

jAILWAV LAWS

BOOKS FOUND

ERROR

CORRECT

.

Railroads Pruiict Financial Crash Believed That Theft Has Been
Is Coming Because of Railway
Definitely Located on Taker
Agitation by People.
of the Money.

TERRIFYING

SCARE FOR THE RAILROAD LOBBY
BUT THE HOUSE AT WASHING
TON
FINALLY GAVE THEM
THAT LITTLE $9,000,000 "VELVET" ON MAIL CONTRACTS.
Washington, Feb. 25. "Corrective
legislation"
that succeeded after
much toll and some very painful mo
ments, has passed the house. Here
Is the story of a "strike" that almost
failed:
After two months of supposedly
solemn consideration the house com
mittee on postoifices and post roads
decidod about the 12 th of February
to report the annual appropriation
budget for this branch of the gov
Also it was de
ernment's business.
cided that the bill should carry cerOne
tain "constructive legislation."
clause provided for cutting the rail
way mall pay according to the "Mur- dock plan," and several other para
graphs provided for other methods of
The total amount of the
reduction.
back
cut would set the railroads
about 19,000,000 annually.
In conformity with this solemnly
reached decision, the committee met
and voted to report the bill.
The railroads were apparently
Just why
taken by surprise.
whether it was carelessness In counting noses, or whether somebody did
not stay bought their lobbyists will
have to explain when they are called
In on the carpet. The point Is they
were taken by Burprlse, and began
at ounce to get buxy.
They swooped down upon Wash
ington like a swarm of locusts. They
were particularly in evidence about
the Wlllard hotel. Bo was Mr. Jesse
Overstreet, of the house committee
on postofllce and post roads.
And what do you suppose happened? Let us have it in words of one
syllable.
Jesse changed his mind.
Why did Jesse change his mind?
Well, anyway, he called for a reconsideration of the vote by which
this naughty bill had been reported
to the house of representatives.
And, It seems, the railroad gentlemen had talked to other members of
thU committee, for they thought
they had more than half of the committee with changed minds.
But they missed their count on a
Norwegian gentleman named Steen-ersoMr. Overstreet and the railway lobby gentlemen counted Steen-erso- n
against the bill. They did this
because Steenerson had said often
that he was against the "Murdock
plan." But that did not mean that
Steenerson was In favor of the railroads taking graft from the United
States under the cover of certain
mall contracts.
So, when Jesse Overstreet came to
call the roll it was found that the
vote was eight to eight. Instead of
So the committee
nine to seven.
was not able to change Its mind, as
Overstreet had done, and the bill had
to go to the house of representatives.
Just as It had been planned at the
end of those two months' consideration, before the lobby gentlemen
came.
At this point the "strike" looked
like failure.
But when the matter came to the
house Mr. Overstreet introduced an
adroitly drawn resolution, the effect
of which was to eliminate the
Nobody had to go on record In voting for this resolution, so
It went through with a jump.

New York, Feb. 25. The Investiga
tion of the financial operations of the
Harrlman group, through the Union
Pactflo railroad, undertaken by the In
terstate Commerce commission, in behalf of the United States government,
was resumed at the federal building
today. E. H. Harrlman, president of
the Union Pacific, was the first witness and under the examination of
Frank Kellogg began an explanation
of the financial operations of his com
pany, commencing with the Issue of
1100,000,000 of convertable bonds in
1901 for the purchase of stock in
the Southern and Northern Pacific.
To Improve Income.
Harrlman denied that he and his
associates had been speculating In securities. Their purchases were reinvestment of proceeds of their sales of
Northern Pacific. They were not
made for the purpose of securing control of the roads in. question but to
Improve Income.
Ignorant of C. & A.
Milburn, of Harrlman counsel, Interrupted Kellogg In his effort to obtain from Harrlman the names of the
individuals who sold Chicago & Alton
stock to the Union Pacific. Milburn
clulmed that such questions are not
within the scope of the Interstate
Commerce commission, it was announced that the commission would
confer on the question of its powers
and decide this afternoon.
In the meantime the examination of
Harrlman as to the Chicago & Alton
proceeded, , Harrlman denied either
knowledge or participation in the sale
of $10,000,000 of bonds of the Alton
at 96 cents to the New York Life Insurance company.

-

LARGE MEXICAN RANCH
PURCHASER- BY CAPITALISTS.
Jersey City, Feb. 25. The Itancho
del Muertos, one of the largest
ranches In Mexico, has been purchased b ya company of eastern capitalists. The company, of which Dr.
Annersley. the I.ondon promoter, is
at the head, wai Incorporated here
today with a capital of $200,000. The
amount of the purchase money ha
not been disclosed, but it is said to be
In the neighborhood
of $170,000,
The company Intends breeding and
raising cattle on a large scale.
-
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pr month.

SUPREME COURT DECIDES

anti-Andre-

1

n

Was Used For Purposes Spec Discovered Wednesday Last
ulation In Buying Stock
but Thought For While
of Other Roads.
It Must be

anU-Hubb-

WAS

r

PRES. HARRIMANlCHICAGO'S

n.

Mrs. Bradley Pleaded Not Guilty.
Washington, Feb. 25. Mrs. Annie

In the Electric Chair.
Osslnnlne:. N. Y.. Feb. 25. Geo
Granger, aged 20, was executed in the
electric chair at Sing Sing prison to
day for the murder of f armer cnas.
Lutz in 1905.
Noted Novelist Dead.
Louise Lawrence.
New
York, Feb. 25. Archibald
Louise Lawrence, the
Clavering Gunter, publisher and playwell
of John Lawrence, a Grle-gowright, died suddenly Saturday night daughterfarmer,
s,
Los
at
lives
who
known
apoplexy at his home here. He
rl
morning
diphtheria
this
of
died
New
York,"
and at
wrote "Mr. Barnes of
the home In Los Grlegos. The funither popular novels.
eral will be held at the house tomor
row morning at 9 o'clock. Interment
posters
I'Al'hK TltOl llLK IN BROOKYN will be at Santa Barbara cemetery
Brooklyn, N. Y.. Feb. 25. Before
magistrate Furlong In the Gates ave PROFESSOR MATTEUCl
MAKES DENIAL.
nue court today, the American BUI
Naples, Italy, Feb. 25. A state
Posting company was charged with
placing on their billboards posters ment is published from Professo
Matteucl, of Vesuvius observatory, to
which incited to crime. The prosecution is at the suit of the Women's the effect that the opinion credited to
Health Protective association. Among him by the Italian press regarding
the bills brought into court as evi the possible destruction of the earth
dence were large advertisements for by a comet is pure Invention.
"A Millionaire's Revenge," a play
which the bill said was founded on DESTRUCTIVE CYCLONE VISITS
Till. SOUTHERN PHILIPPINES.
tragedy. A number
the Thaw-Whit- e
Madrid, Feb. 23. A telegram from
of clerymen are present to give evi
deuce to show the effect such pictures Manila announces that the southern
have on the minds of children and Philippines have been visited by
Judge W'ilklns of the children's cour cyclone, and that 200 persons were
v ill also give evidence for the com- - killed and thousands rendered home
pli':iaiits.

The coat worn by the original Jo
seph waa of many colors, perhaps.
but it was a tame affair beside the
one worn by his modern Imitator. To
add to the luster of his garment. Dan
ny has been a reformer and a grafter
by turns, until It Is Impossible for him
to tell exactly where he is.
He is now posing as a reformer.
and Is the reform county printer of
Bernalillo county. His reform must
consist in keeping all of the graft for
his own little relf, as It has not been
so very many years since the Democompany, Danny
crat Publishing,
Macpherson, president, was standing
In on a deal whereby the county was
overcharged and the amounts so se
cured divided between' that company
and the other fellow to the deal.
He no wants the people to stand
Arm In support of the minority In the
legislature. In a fight of absolutely no
interest to the people of Albuquerque.
He shouts "principle" but he forgets
to call attention to the fact that the
Journal did not decide this course until its representative went to Santa Fe,
just before the publication of the pen
itentiary report, and made the proper
arrangements.
He does not mention
the fact that the new appointees
might be expected to throw all tnelr
printing to the Journal, particularly
If the office of public printer should
be abolished so that the legislature
could not fill it by naming some man
with his own printing ofllct.
Reform is a word wltJ'Ji ring to It,
but all those shouting ft are not reformers. Now Danny wants to reform, but only In his way that way
Is In the Interest of his corporations
and his personal Interests. He was
against the Hubbels until he thought
the Hubbells could assist him In unloading the water works upon the
people, and then he was with the
Hubbells. He is the same way now.
He wants the people of Albuquerque
to get into a fight over nothing, while
he gathers for his printing corporation certain credit and certain work,
to bo given out by the men his friends
will name for oftlce, provided the people of Albuquerque help him out. The
fact that the people of Albuquerque
may loose dyke and other public ap- -
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Committee By Prosecution-Mr- s.
Annie
Dismlssed-Judand NovBradly Pleads Not Guilty-Geo- rge
elist. Well Known. Dead.
Granger Executed.
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SUPREME COURTS SUSTAINS
STATE RAILROAD LAWS
Washington, Feb. 25. The cases of
the Union Paclflo and Burlington
Itallroad companies against the various county treasurers of the state of
Nebraska, involving the tax rate upon
the property of railroads and calling
Into question the administration
of
Nebraska's state tax law, were decid
ed adversely to the railroads by the
United States supreme court today.
Texas Commission Sustained.
Washington, Feb. 25. The United
States Bupreme court today decided
the case of the Quit, Colorado & Santa Fe railroad against the railroad
commission of Texas, Involving the
state freight rates, favorably to tne
state.
Must Proceed Thru Commission.
Washington, Feb. 25. In deciding
the case of the Texas Paclflo vs. the
Cotton Oil mills at Abilene and Cisco,
Texas, favorably to the railroad company, the supreme court of the United
States today held that the common
law right of individuals to make
complaint through the courts against
which
railroads for discrimination,
existed before the enactment of the
Interstate Commerce law, has been
destroyed by that enactment. The
court therefore held that complaints
must be made through the Interstate
Commerce commission.
RAILWAY PRESIDENT II AS
l'EAH OF DEPRESSED TIMES
New
York, Feb. 25. President
William Truesdale of the Delaware,
Lackawana & Western In a published
Interview today is quoted as saying
that a campaign of agitation against
the railways, having Us origin In high
executive authority, Is being waged
throughout the country. At the same
time there is a spirit of unrest and
distrust regarding the general financial conditions and a continuation of
our great prosperity.
He says we are living In a time of
as great inflation as during greenback
days following the Civil war. The
prices of labor and commodities cannot go forever Increasing without a
He believes
day of readjustment.
there is some justification for public
hostilitity against railroads, but the
conditions complained of are not so
bad or so universal as Is claimed. The
tendency to go to extremes will so
of
check and Impede the operation
railroads as to affect general business.
Then all will suffer together.
UNITED STATES IMPORTING
JAPANESE COAL
Tacoma, Wash., Feb. 25. A Japanese steamer Is discharging a large
cargo of coal here and other steamers
are now on their way across the Pacific with supplies to relieve the great
shortage on the west coast. The scarcity of coal has greatly effected the
traffic and shipping In the Pugt--t
Sound, as the tugs cannot bring in
vessels, now lying outside, without
coal. As Japan Is not prepared to export any considerable quantity of coal
to this country the present Importations will only afford temporary relief,
so the outlook is anything but bright.
Besides the car shortage the coal famine on the Pacific coast Is ano due to
the inability of the American mines
to produce supplies f.ixt umiubIi to
meet the growing demand. Though
the country's annual output has Increased 130 per cent duriiiK thtj pant
ten years the demand is always far
ahead of the supply. Ait.
are now being made for l.utji- - shipments from Australia.
s

Chicago, Feb. IS. The Tribune
says today that one of the largest, of
not the latest thefts from the United
States treasury has been unearthed
In Chicago.
Between. $175,000
and
1200,000 was stolen from the local
last week. The money '
disappeared, leaving no trace.
The
authorities here and In Washington
have been working night and day on
the robbery ever since the discovery.
The money was stolen either a
week ago last Saturday, or .else lasr
U .... .1
r
n llie loss was
"unuajr tfr inuiiutiy.
i
discovered Tuesday.
All the money
was in large bills, being denominations of $1,000, $6,000 and $10,000.
It was first believed to be an error
of bookkeeping, but on checking up
It was found to be robbery.
Two
clerks are suspected, but nothing
tangible has been found against
them.
ry

May bo Bookkeeping Error.
Chicago, Feb. 25. When Interviewed today In regard to the robbery of the local U. S.
Treasurer Boldenweck admitted that
a theft of $173,000 had been perpetrated, but refused to go Into details.
"It In trilA thnt what T m r, A nlk.. waw- ernment officials believe to be a gigantic steal has been perpetrated In
" he said.
the
"The
amount I believe will be $175,000.
At present I cannot go into details as
to what work we have done in the
case. , We discovered the shortage
last Wednesday when the books of
the
were balanced for
the day.
There Is a possibility that
the shortage Is due to an error In
bookkeeping, but I am inclined to
believe that a robbit'y as been committed."
Says Definitely Determined.
Boldenweck declared later In the day that It had been
definitely determined Just where the
shortage occurred, but he declined
to say as to where It had been
traced.
y.

y,
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CONVENTION OF LUMBERMEN
IN FLORIDA TODAY
Jacksonville, Fla., Feb. 25. Among
the associations that are represented
at the annual convention of the Georgia-Florida
Lumber Trade association,
which commenced here today, are the
following: New York Lumber Trade
aiisociatlon of New York City: the
Lumbermen's Exchnnge, of Philadelphia; the Lumber Exchange of Baltimore; the Wholesale Lumber Dealers'
association, of New York; the Yellow
Pine Exchange, of New York, and the
Boston
Lumber Trade association.
From the southern states there are
over three hundred delegates making
the convention the largest of Its kind
ever held. The principal matter for
discussion will be the present rules
for the grading and classification of
yellow pine but other Important matters In connection with the Industry
such as freight, prices, etc. will receive full consideration. The representatives of the northern associations
are the guests of the Georgia-Florid- a
Sawmill association and will be hospitably entertained during their stay
here.
ARCTIC WHALING SOON
TO BE ABANDONED
Dundee. Scotland, Feb. 25. Owing
to the failure of the whaling Industry
In the Arctic the Dundee Whaling Co.,
the largest of its kind in the world,
at Its annual meeting today, decided
to abandon the work and wind up the
company. Whaling in the Arctic is
now practically a lost calling. In 1815
there were 164 British vessels engaged In the Industry and a bounty
was allowed on all oil and whalebone
brought Into a British port. Then
years ago four hundred whales would
be considered a fair take for the season but last year the combined Heel
only took seven. The price of whalebone In London at present is $12,500
a ton.
HARRY

WOODS MAY
DIE;

LOPEZ ESCAFES

tiitllttlllilYYIIf

Special to The Evening Citixen.
Thoreau, N. M., Feb. 25. At
noon today nothing hud been f
heard here from the posse, com- posed of several Ketner lumber- - t
men, who left Ketner Saturday
morning In search of Julian Lo- pes, the native who shot Harry
Woods at Ketner Friday night.
Lopez took flight Immediately t
after the shooting, going south
in the woods.
There seems to
he a determination on the part it
of the better element of Ketner
to Ktop gun toting and if Lopes
should be captured, it is Very
likely that he will be strung up
as an example. Woods is not ex- peeled to live. His left lung Is 4
pelf rated and he has had sev- - 4
eral hemorrhage.
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ALBUQUERQUE

PA OB TWO.

THE EVENING CITIZER
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Tke Citizen Publishing Company
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OFFICIAL PAPER FOR
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE

FREAK

IAS

IN

RELIGION!
BOTH
Present and Past Are Recalled
'

for Instruction and Warning of the People.

"
GREAT KENTUCKY REVIVAL

WAS

1STJEMARKABLE

Jerks. Holy Laugh. Falling Exer- r.lsfi Trpftlnn Ihft Dftvil
. ... and
Other Performances.
(By Alfred W. Greeley.)
Close students of the dally press
cannot have failed to notice the Increasing number of freak cults that
are springing up throughout the
country.
Practically every state Is
Chicago
furnishing a contribution.
has Its Gluckites, with their Ideal
of perfect children as a solution of
the world's ills; Ohio, Kansas and
Texas have within the year past incubated several colonies, including
two attempts at an Adamless Eden,
and in New Jersey and New York
enthusiastic socialists have tackled
the problem In a variety of ways.
The "Holy Rollers" continue to
flourish In various parts of the south
and west; Theosophy claims an
and
number of adherents,
the various strange cults of New England are sharing and benefiting In
the wave of moral unrest that appears to be sweeping over the country. No doctrine so humble but It
can And supporters; no prophet so
crazy but he can attract converts.
And it Is significant that this ferment
among the unstable minds is also In
socially conservative
In
evidence
quarters, both political and religious.
It la the inevitable reaction from an
excess of material prosperity, and it
la seen not only in the civic awaken-i- n
.........
.1
oIn lh. n.nolUJ
and the "bosses," but also in the remarkable religious rivlvals that are
"balnS carried tin In fervent annonT In
every part of the country. When, as
recently in Cleveland, men leave their
business to march in huge Drocessions
chanting hymns and psalms, it shows
that the movement is more than
ephemeral hysteria.
Kentucky's Great Hevlval.
While the progress of this nationwide revival Is being conducted in
t Wak a r (Ta oil no arl th nnnaarra flirA a t
thuslasm, yet reports from Isolated
country districts show a tendency toward the passionate frenzy that
characterized the camp meetings of
the first half century of the nation,
la the country press now and then
one finds references to the "Jerks,"
and to the "holy laugh" in descriptions of successful revivals, and other eccentricities are mentioned as
legitimate and commonplace. These
ncouth words are the names of
practices that have persisted
with
conservative tenacity in the more
backward portions of the country for
more than a century and the mental states they denote are as highly
prised by the "believers- as Nirvana
by the Buddhists.
It was In Kentucky In the early
days of the Nineteenth century thut
the "Jerks" had their origin. Then,
aa now, a wave of moral unrest was
sweeping over the country. The war
of Independence had shattered
old
Ideals that had died a stubborn death
With federalism.
French lennnfloam
had made thousands of converts in
new
the
nation, and the old Puritan
and caste landmarks were submerged.
Then as now a multitude of freak
social organizations sprang up like
mushrooms, their leaders preaching
new dispensations and new ideals.
And, of course, legitimate religious
activities were vitally quickened.
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No section of the country held out
less promise of becoming a religiom
vineyard than Kentucky. The Inhubi
tants were the cowboys of 1SO0
Pious visitors were horrified at th
drunkenness, vice, gambling, fighting,
and endless duels.
The boatman,
says McMaster, was more dreuded
than the Indians. He was reckless,
fearless, and
and was
commonly described as half horse,
half alligator, and tipped with a
snapping
turtle.
Preachers called
Kentucky stronghold af Satan.
.
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.
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way to Ohio, turned aside to attend
a sue ra mental meeting on the Red
river. He was axked to preach, and
did so with astonishing fervor. His
were strangely
auditors
moved.
Tears streamed down their faces and
one woman began to shout. The exhortation was continued fur hours,
and at the end the door was "covered with the slain." Their cries fur
mercy were terrible to hear. .Some
found forgiveness, but many went
away "spiritually wounded" and suffering unutterable agony of soul.
This was the beginning of a revival
that has no equal in the history of
the country. The excitement spread
like a prairie lire throughout
the
state. Men tltted their wagons with
beds and provisions and traveled lifty
miles tu cuinu upon the ground and
hear thl magnetic minister preach.
Other fainpinieiliigs were established. Historians of this period say
that neither distance, lack of houses,
nor scarcity of f,,od nor dally occupations prevailed to keep the people
g,

I

away. Families of every Protestant
denomination hurried to the camp
ground, leaving crops half gathered,
every kind of work undone. Cabins
were deserted and In some large settlements not a single soul remained.
Camps in Uto Forest.
The camp meeting was always
held In the forest near some church.
A rude stage was erected at the end
of a clearing and around It the
stumps and fallen trees were utilized
as benches for the auditors. About
the clearing the tents and wagons
were arranged In rows like streets.
The playing, preaching, and exhorting would sometimes last for seven
days, and would be prolonged every
day far into the night. Men women,
and children took part as exhorters.
The old records tell of a little girl
of seven who sat upon the shoulder
of a man and preached to the multitude until she sank exhausted on her
bearer's head. It Is related that an
Indian Greek a boy of twelve mounted a stump and exhorted until he
grew weak, whereupon two men supported him, and he continued his
preaching until further speech was
Impossible. Scores of "sinners" fell
prostrate before him.
It was at these meetings that the
"falling exercise," the "Jerks," and
the "holy laugh" had their origins
and became part of the religious
worship of the time, persisting In
isolated localities down to the present day and breaking out with fresh
vigor In the new wave of revivalism.
The "falling exercise" Is thus described by McMaster from' Investigations of the original documents:
"At no time was the 'falling exercises' so prevalent as at night.
Nothing was then wanting that could
strike terror Into the minds weak,
timid, and harassed. The red glare
of the campfires reflected from hundreds of tents and wagons, the dense
blackness of the flickering shadows,
the darkness of the surrounding forests, made still more terrible by the
groans and screams of the "spiritually wounded,' who had fled to It for
comfort; the entreaty of the preachers, the sobs and shrieks of the downcast still walking through the valley of the shadow of death,
the
shouts and songs of praise from the
happy ones who had crossed the
Delectable mountains, had gone on
through the fogs of the Enchanted
Ground, and entered the Land of
lieulah, were too much for those
over whose minds and bodies lively
Imagination held full sway. The
heart swelled, the nerves gave way,
the hands and feet grew cold, and,
motionless and speechless, they fell
headlong to the ground."
Fell by Thousands.
This was the "falling exercise," and
in a moment crowds would gather
around them, praying and shouting.
Some lay still as death; others passed through frightful twitching of face
and limbs. At one camp meeting so
many fell that, lest the multitude
should tread "upon them, they were
taken to the church and laid in rows.
At another camp meeting it is recorded that 3,000 people had the
"falling exercise" at the same time.
Some beat the floor with their heels;
some shrieked with agony, bounded
about like fish out of water. Many
rolled over and over for hours at a
recovering, would
Others,
time.
spring wildly to thelr'feet, Jump over
stumps and benches and disappear In
the forest. "Lost! Lost!" Twenty
thousand people at times would be
present at one camp meeting.
It was not long before the nervous
excitement took more terrible forms,
exhausting Itself In the "Jerks," the
"holy laugh," and the barking ex
ercise. The "perks" began in the
head and spread rapidly to the feet
The head would be thrown from side
to side so rapidly that the features
would be blotted out and the hair
would snap. When
the "Jerking"
reached the other parts of the body
the sufferer would be hurled over
hindrances that came In his way and
finally dashed upon the ground to
bounce about like a ball. It Is said
that at many of the camp meetings,
saplings were cut off breast high for
people to "Jerk" by. Marvelous tales
are told of scoffers and cynics, particularly physicians, who were attacked by retributive
"Jerks" and
bounced and dashed about until they
cried for mercy and were converted.
Entire Community Demented.
Travelers In Kentucky at this time
say that the entire community seemed demented. The high nervous tension and the morbid excitement drove
many insane. Men dreamed and saw
visions.
A peculiar prevalent form
of mental disorder was "treeing the
devil." Men and women who had
been aroused to the" highest frenzy
of excitement
fancied
themselves
dogs, went down on all fours and
barked until the voice refused to act.
During this outbreak, it was a common sight to see a half a dozen or
more men around a tree barking and
yelping. They had "treed" the devil
and were driving his Satanic majesty
out of the community.
One of the weirdest and most un
canny ieaiures or mis strange re
vival was the "holy laugh."
Some
times, under the strain of exhortation, the preacher would suddenly
break out Into uncontrollable laugh
ter. In a moment, as if by conta
glon. his great crowd
of auditors
would follow him. until thousands
would Join In a Titanic laugh that
shook the depths of the forest with
ji became a
uoisierous ganaws.
recognized part of the revival ser
vice after 1S03, and can be found In
isolated districts of the south even
'

CITIZETf.

propng.tfidn. If undisturbed, might
have rivaled. If It had not prevented,
the birth and evolution of Mormonlsm. It Is alleged that Dorrlll's temfor
porary success was inspiration
Joseph Smith.
Boon after the close of the war of
the revolution there appeared In the
neighborhood of Guilford, Vt, a deserter from the British army by the
name of Dorrlll. He was a man cf
little education, but of conslderab'e
personal magnetism.
He had been
endowed with a powerful aversion to
hard work, and had acquired a smattering of Bible lore. In addition to
this, he had a strange Influence over
women, and his tastes, like those of As National Monument Boswere strikingly
most "prophets,"
ton Labor Organizations
,
polygamous.
The rapidity with which he gained
I Raise $100,000 to
converts, particularly among the women, was a cruel shock to the conservative New Englandcrs of position
the
He preached
and substance.
doctrine that there were was no hell DEFEND WESTERN MINERS
other than the one on earth, and
produced many Rlblo texts to prove
NOW JAILED IN IDAHO
that men were free to act as the
spirit moved, particularly In their relations with women. The Dorrlllltes
wore wooden shoes, because their
leader declared that leather was in- Minister From Nicaragua Marries
jurious to the health. Milk and vegeYoung and Beautiful Washtables were their only diet; to eat
ington Belle.
meat was a contamination and a sin.
Opposition to war was one of their
tenets, derived from the Rlblcal
White Plains, N. Y., Feb. 25. Ow"Thou shall not kill."
ing to the efforts of the Daughters
of the American Revolution an apTlielr Worship an Orgy.
Their weekly worship was describ- propriation will be applied for from
ed by their critics
as an orgy. the legislature for the purpose of
Strange religious observances were purchasing the Flero homestead here
mixed In with feasting and dancing, and preserving It for the nation. It
for Prophet Dorrlll was somewhat of was In the Flero homestead the cona neplcurean withal. Fiddling, sing- stitution of the United States was
ing, and embracing were also feat- first read and close to It is the site
ures of cult's religious ceremony, In- of the famous court house which It
Is also proposed to preserve as a
novations that particularly scandalized the susceptibilities of the pious memorial and as the birthplace of
the United States. Senator CarpenVermonterg.
As the cult grew by leaps and ter has taken charge of the matter.
bounds, Dorrlll's
vaulting ambition
dk.fknd
outdid Itself. He declared that both unions
alli:;i:i
he and his followers were Immoral,
murderers.
Boston, Mass., Feb. 25. A mass
and that he himself was possessed
of supernatural attributes and pow- meeting of the different labor orers. His word was absolute law. ganizations In this city was held
Soon he established a communism, in yesterday for the purpose of Inauguwhich all land and property, and wo- rating a fund for the defense of the
men to a certain extent, were held three officials of the Western FederaIn common, with Dorrlll as the high tion of Miners, who have been conpriest and, In reality, the only owner fined in prison on a charge of
of the commune's property. Ho was murdering the governor of Idaho.
an absolute dictator, but with craft A fund of about $100,000, it Is exenough to keep his dupes satisfied pected, will be collected by the labor
and pleased by providing for their unions of the country.
physical comfort and pleasures, but
at the same time exacting arduous MCAU.YGCAN MIXISTKK
WEDS DEBUTANTE.
labor from them that made it posWashington, D. C, Feb. 25. Senor
sible for him to live on the fat of the
Louis
Corea,
minister from Nicaragua
land. His disciples made the colony
prosperous, and a large number of to the United States, and Miss Ilah
Bell Flemmlng, daughter of colonel
churches were built. As time passed and
Mrs. Robert J. Flemmlng, were
he attracted Into the ranks of his
married Saturday noon in the home
cult not only the hoi pollol of the of
the bride's parents In this city.
countryside, but also made many con-er- When
the announcement of the enamong the respectable farmers gagement
was made recently Washprosperous
and
townspeople.
ington society was surprised as Miss
But at the height of his success ns Flemmlng. " who Is not 19 years old,
a prophet he was rapidly Hearing has Just graduated
from a fashionhla Canossa.
His collossul egotism able seminary and was a debutante of
was his undoing. Declaring that he the present season. Miss Flemmlng,
was possessed of supernatural pow- who Is an heiress, was one of the
ers, he boastlngly asserted In his ser- most popular girls of the year's set,
mons, which attracted great crowds, is an accomplished linguist, and has
that his body was Invulnerable, as already been Involved In a romance
well as Immortal. Neither bullet nor dating back to her school days. The
blow, billet
nor bludgeon, could romancer' oOtbe Nlcaraguan and the
harm, nor even touch him, was his beautiful Mrs. Dunlop Jordon, of Maoft repeated defiance from the pul- con, Ga is still a subject of compit, while his converts believed and ment.
Senor Corea Is said to be
twenty-tw- o
years his bride's senior,
wondered.
und is regarded as one of the handStout Cane His Undoing.
One fateful Sunday Capt. Ezckiel somest men in the diplomatic court
Porter, of Guilford, attracted by cu- at Washington.
riosity, attended
Dorrlll's
servile.
Porter was a scarred veteran of the CANADA TO SUSPEND
ALIEN LABOR LAW
revolution, and was mentally equip
Ottawa, pnt., Feb. 25. The de
ped with a rude, cynical logic.
When Dorrlll reached the dramatic partment of labor today is consider- climax of his sermon, with the words. ng a petition for the suspension of
the alien labor law In order that
No arm can hurt my flesh; no weap
on can taka my life," Capt. Porter Americans may be allowed to work
This action is
was ready with a still more direct n Canada In spring.
x
in the shape of a start- asked for because of the scarcity of
labor for railway construction work.
ling argumentum ad homlnem.
Import
With a stout rattan cane in his as the contractors cannot
hand, Porter strode rapidly to the laborers from Britain and other parts
The application is be
pulpit, gripped the astonished proph- of Europe.
et by the slack of the prophetical ing opposed by several labor unions.
breeches, stood him on his head In Big pay Is offered by many lines
the twinkling of an eye, and while especially In the northwest.
he was in this undignified position
bestowed upon his anatomy several MEXICAN RAILWAY MAK
ING LARGE EXTENSIONS.
vigorous kicks. Then Porter yanked
Mexico City, Mex., Feb. 25. One
Dorrlll to his feet, grabbed him by
the coat collar, and gave him such a mile a day Is the rate at which the
drubbing with the rattan cane that Cananea & Pacific railway Is being
It is occupying the
the prophet, writhing in agony at constructed.
every whack of the stick, shrieked attention of 6,000 men and 3,000
horses.
Railroad
construction has
for mercy.
the past
When Porter was satisfied with his got a great flllp during
logical demonstration, he made Dorrlll confess to the stupefied audience
of dupes that he was an impsiei,
fraud, and an
scoundrel.
A year afterward It was difficult
to find a single person who would
confess having had any connection
with Dorrllllsm.
The cult was as
Results-tha- t's
dead as the worship of Osiris, and
the erstwhile "immortal" and "in
vulnerable" prophet settled down to
DimeWill Do
the real business of life as a humbl
cobbler In a neighboring villain.
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PURIT- Y-

MONDAY,

always
Don't
how
think
you can get them.
cheap
Think Instead, where you can
get the freshest, the purest
and strongest and come where
you can always get them. We
have only one quality the
BEST ALWAYS.
.And our
prices are always the lowest,
quality considered.

The HIGHLAND
PHARMACY
Life Building.

and
East Railroad Avenue
Phone, Black

SO.

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth
Gold Filling
Gold Crowns
Painless Extracting

$1.50 tip
$6

50c

ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY
TEED.

GUAB-A- N

m

B. F. COPP,

ROOM

12, N. T. ARMIJO

BLDO.

twelve months and lines are being
laid all over the country.
Several
years will be required to complete
the line the Southern Pacific Is building to Guadalajara, as a number of
tunnels will have to be driven
through the Sierra Mad re mountains.
At Guadalajara the road will connect
with the Mexican Central and there
give a direct route from Tucson and
all coast points to this city. There
is a great scarcity of horses required for the construction work and all
efforts to secure them In this country have been without success.

CRYING

or It

roit iii:u

In Albuquerque

Rut Dully
Growing IiCMM.
Tile kidneys cry for heln.
Not an organ in the whole body so
uencaieiy constructed.
Not one so important to health.
ine Kidneys are the filters of the
blood.

When they fail the blood becomes

1

They strengthen and invigorate the
help them to do their work:
never fail to cure any case of kidney
uisease.
Read the proof from an Albuquer
que citizen:
Mrs. K. Fournelle, living at 403 S,
Broadway, Albuquerque. N. M.. savs
"I have recommended Doan's Kidney
i ins to u great many of my friends
and acquaintances, and they have
or a valuable medicine and
Iiko myself, appreciate It exceedingly
wo years ago I took Doan's Kidney
using in all three boxes, and
was cured of pain in my back.
trouble which I had for a good many
years. I was also greatly relieved of
t hcu ma l Is in
t the lime and
have
never been bothered with this com
plaint since. There is no question as
to the virtue of Doan's Kidneys Pills.
For sale by till dealers. price 60c
Kidneys;

1

REDUCE REVENUE ON
EMERALDS FROM BRAZIL.
New York, Feb. 25. A decision
of great importance to precious stone
dealers In this country was handed
down today by the United States general appraisers reserving the action
of the port appraiser In Imposing advances aggregating 75 per cent on
Imported
emeralds
from Brazil.
When the emeralds reached this port
they were sent to the appraisers
warehouse, where they were turned
over to the diamond examiner for
appraisal.
That official found that
the stones had been Invoiced In a
lump sum without segregating
the
emeralds according to the value of
each stone. In other respects the
evidence before the examiner warranted him In reporting to the appraiser that the stones were undervalued 75 per cent, and Col. Fowler,
the appraiser, exacted duty on that
basis. The importer took an appeal
and produced evidence to prove that
the original invoice prices were correct and that the entry should be
liquidated according
to the values
placed upon them by the exporter.
The general appraisers admitted the
emeralds on the valuation contended
for by the Importer.

We gladly welcome the
Pure Drugs Law, because it
agrees with our thoughts

and methods.
Cascarcts
meet its every requirement
and always did since the day
they were first invented and
SeeWhata
put on the market. PURITY,
QUALITY and MEDICINAL
MERIT have been the oriu- ciples on which Cascarets were made and marketed.
We doubt if in all the world of medical science and thsra-peuti- c
manufacture better SKILLED CHEMISTS and more
carefully selected constituents could be employed than in the
making of Cascarets.

Y
n
Co.. Buffalo, N.
sole agents for the United States.
oster-Milliur-

Remember the name
take no other.

Doan's

V

The RESULTS prove it.

No other Bowel Medicine ort earth has reached in history the trrmendou.-- .
reprobation and patronage accorded Cascarets by the American People, a tt
monial of GENUINE MERIT and satisfactory results, for surely no seii-n- .
per.on would buy an article moie than once, unless satisfied, or recomme.iJ i.
to others if not convinced of its virtues.

The sale of Cascarets at the present time is over ONE MILLION
BOXES A MONTH, a fact that ought to convince anyone of the tatisfic-lio- n
given to millions of our friends and patrons.
It is just this kind of example placed before you that ought to induce
you to try a little 10c box of Cascarets and be CONVINCED of its vahte
ruid effectiveness. After this harmless, inexpensive experiment you wilt see tlu
reason for the uneqsaled popularity of this preparation as a true PERSONAL end
FAMILY MEDICINE, and this realization will urge future use when necessary.
So we ask you to take a DIME BOX home with you, and "WHILE
YOU SLEEP THEY WILL WORK" and make you feel well and hap- - y.
We back our request by our GUARANTY, and if you're not pleased, your
purchase-mone- y
will be returned to you for the asking.
Such has been our Faith in the efficacy of this pure, clean, swett. m id
hartnless but forceful little fragrant tablet, so easy to buy, so easy to ccrry.
u easy to take, so easy in its action, that we do not hesitate to oiler th's
guaranty to the world, and make good on it.
Cascarets not only are the best medicine yet disco irered for the trr.
and cure of Chronic Constipation and all its dire conseouences, S '
iUo a splendid PREVENTIVE OF DISEASE caused by bacteria and o.hrr
Cctms in the Bowels. There are more serious troubles that have fi ::r
origin in irregularities in the food channels than any other cause, and
by thoroughly cleaning cut the stomach and intestines and PU'il
TYING in an antiseptic way, keep you perfectly safe from such fearful !
ses as Appendicitis, Peritonitis and other deadly inflammations ca'JocJ by
retention of indigestible food in the passages.
t:

Ve said Cascarets were

ttxci
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PROPERTY

MONEY to LOAN
'
Furniture,
Pianos, Organs,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels
also on SALARIES AND WARD-HOUS- E
RECEIPTS, as low as $1
and as high as $100. Loans are
quickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one year given.
Goods remain In your
possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from alt
parts of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
$15 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

On

a4

You Waited
Too Long
and we sold that snap to another
party who took time by the forelock.
We have one or two more almost as
good though. Come In and ask about
them.

POR TERFIELD

C O.

216 West Gold Ave.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

LAW VERS.

Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F.St.,
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions,
land patents,
copyrights,
caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
"
It. W. I), liryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Alhn,i.
que, N. M. Office, First National
Hank building.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT UW.
Office,
Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. M.
DENTISTS.
DR. J. K. KIL1FT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and S, Harnett building,
over O'Rielly's drug store. Phone
No. 744. Appointments made by mall.
Etlmiififl .T. A ltr
ii r c
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.: 1:30
5
m.
p.
to
P.
m. Both phones. Appointments made by mall.

m

PHYSICIANS.
DR. J. Ii. IL.VYNES
Physician and Surgeon.
Rooms 11 and 13, N. T. Armljo
building.
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
Occidental Life Building. Telephone 886. Albuquerque, N. M.
DR. It. Ii. IIUST.
Office,
N. T. Aruiljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis
treated with High
Frequency Electrical Current and
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse In attendance.
Both phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone 316.
Colo., Red Hi
A. BORDERS.
zen.
Commercial Club building.
Black
or White hearse, $5.
FOR SALE A good family horse
buggy,
cheap.
and
Apply at 521
ARCHITECTS
South Walter.
FTTH SALE OR RENT
Bar-ne- tt
7
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
Good TenT
building, Albuquerque, N. M.
Lloyd Hunsaker, 205 West
house.
Gold avenue.
Both phones.
FOR
SALE The Claude Glrard
CIVIL ENGINEER.
property on Mountain road, first
Sixwest
house
of acequla, near
J. R. Farwell.
teenth street. Inquire on premises
Room 23. N. T. Armljo building.
or at 300 North Proadway.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
FOR SALE Bluck team, 1200 lbs.,
9 years old, sound and true,
city
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
broke and free travelers; also new
Office with W. B. Childers,
harness and spring wagon, 820 S. West Gold avenue.
Third street.
J. S. liAGLEY
FOR SALE Majority of stock In es
tablished and paying retail busiAccountant.
ness. Incorporated.
Books checked up, small sets of
Ower wishes
to leave city. Address Ino. 1126, books kept up; grocers', butchers',
Dally Citizen.
and physicians' books looked after
FOR SALE At the "Variety"
you and collections made. Able corps of
will find fine home made bread, Be assistants. Rooms 44, Barnett block.
a loaf; doughnuts,
pies, baked
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
beans, soup and other good things
stlrctly home made. Phone 710. Department of the Interior, Land OfMrs. Downs, 506 South Arno St.
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
January 22. 1807.
LOST.
Notice is hereby given that Ramon
LOST An Elk's tooth.
R. W. D. Padllla of San Rafael, N.
M., haa
Bryan.
filed notice of his Intention to make
final Ave year- - proof In support of hla
A Habit to lie Rncouragetl.
The mother who has acquired the claim, viz: Homestead
Entry No.
habit of keeping on hand a bottle of 6689, made December 3, 1901, for the
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, saves EV4 NW, and EH SW14, Section
herself a great amount of uneasiness 26, Township 19 N, Range 10 W, and
and anxiety.
Coughs, colds and that said proof will be made before
croup, to which chllav-eare auscep-tlbl- e Jesus M. Luna, Probate Clerk ait
are quickly cured by its use. Los Lunas, N. M., on March 7, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
It conteracts any tendency of a cold
to result in pneumonia, and If given to prove his continuous residence upas soon as the first symptoms
of on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
croup appear, It will prevent the atJose R. Candelaria, Rafael Baldes,
tack. This remedy contains nothing Manuel Sanchez, Blsente Padia, all
injurious and mothers give it to lit of San Rafael, N. M.
tle ones with a feeling of perfect seMANUEL R. OTERO.
curity. Sold by all druggists.
Register.

ar.d are the BEST

BOWEL MEDICIN":

in
that the sale of nearly 100 million of

m

Buy it from your cwn druggist under GUARTry a 10c box
ANTY fnd you will join the MILLIONS of our friends. Be sur you get
lU GENUINE, the letters "C. C. C." cn every tablet. .
;u

6-- 8,

46-4-
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NOTICE FOR PCHLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land
fice at Santa Fe. N. M.

January

29,

1907.

ar

We do it right. ROUGH DRY.
perial Laundry Co.

If you want result

Rising From the GruTe.
prominent manufacturer, Wm.
Fertwell, of Lucama, N. C, relates
a most remarkable experience. He
says: "After taking less than three
bottles of Electric Bitters, I feel like
one rising from the grave. My trouble is Wight's disease. In the Diabetes stage. I fully believe Electric
Kilters will cure me permanently, for
it has already stopped the liver and
bladder complications
which have
trobuled me for years." Guaranteed
by all druggists. Price only 60e.
A

Of-

Notice is hereby given that Santiago Garcia, of Chillli, N. M., has
tiled notice of his intention to make
proof In support of
final five-yehis claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
6591 made October 2. 1901. for the
SE
NWU, EH SWU and SW14
8E4. Section S. Township 8 N. Range
6 E. and that said proof will be made
before H. W. S. Otero. United States
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
N. M., on March 5. 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Manuel Y. Acunla, Antonio Sandoval, Julian Lucero and Jose Mora, all
of Chlllll, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Im-

in advertising,

trr an Evening Citizen want

ad.

MOTT'S

PILLS

A.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.

January

Of-

22, 1907,

Notice Is hereby given that Juan
de Dios Padllla of San Rafael, N. M.,
has filed notice of his Intention to
make final five-yeproof In support
of his claim, viz: Homestead Entry
No. 66S8, made December 3, 1901,
for the WIS NE'4. and WH SEM.
Section 26, Township 10 N, Range 10
W, and that said proof will be made
before Jesus M. Luna, Probate Clerk
at Los Lunas, N. M., on March 7,
ar

1907.
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world. Once more we assm
in eleven years PROVES IT. Our record is put up against my
r". rr Tedicine for the came purpose in the world, for ACTUAL

th- -

95. 1007.

m

A Valuable Lesson.
"Six years ago I learned a valuable
lesson," writes John Pleasant, of Magnolia, Ind. "I then began taking Dr.
King's New Life Pills, and the longer
I take them the better I find them."
They please everybody. Guaranteed
by all druggists.
26c.
.
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Corner Broadway
Cok

WANTED.
At once, a girl who un- aerstands starching. The Imperial
Laundry Co.
WANTED A woman for general
Inquire of Miss Bald-ridg- e,
nousework.
108 South Arno street.
WANTED Situation as housekeeper
uy an experienced
lady. Address
housekeeper, care Citizen.
WANTED Toung man as night
clerk In small hotel; one living; at
home preferred.
Apply 10J NorUi
First street.
.ANTED
Graduate Brownsberger
college, Los Angeles, desires position as stenographer; thoroughly
capable.
Address B., this office.
WANTED
Genlleman-- s
second
hand clothing. No. E15 South First
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
WANTED Lady or gentleman of fair
education to travel and collect for
firm of $250,000 capital. Salary
2
per year and expenses. Salary
paid weekly and expenses advanced,
references required. Address, with
stamp, J. A. Alexander, Albuquerque, N. M.
WANTED Teams The oanla Fe
Gold & Copper Mining; Co., wants
teams for coal haul from Hagan
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
for other purposes.
All good
teams making application will be
given work. Geo. O. Marrs, Superintendent.
AGENTS WANTED.
MEN AND WOMEN ARE MAKINtt
10 to $25 a day selling our embroidery goods. No capital or experience required. Why not you?
Write for samples and exclusive
agency.
U. S. EMBROIDERY
WORKS, Omaha, Keb.
FOR KKNT.
FOR RENT Three rooms for light
housekeeping;
$12.
Inquire at
40S North Second street.
FOR RENT Five-roothoroughly
modern brick, good location, $21.
Lloyd Hunsaker, 205 West Gold.
'UK RENT Good four-roobrick,
highlands. Rent reasonable. Lloyd
Hunsaker, 205 West Gold avenue,
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
with all modern conveniences. With
or without board. 422 North Sixth
street.
FOR
RENT Five room
house.
partially furnished, electrlo light
and bath, low rent. S09 North Sec-on- il
street. Apply to F. IT. Strong.
y
FOR RENT A six room
brick house, corner of Seventh
street and Tljeras avenue. Inquire
at Lommorl & Matteuccl, 624
West Tljeras avenue.
FOR RENT Seven-roonew brick
house, furnished part or whole;
large barn and chicken house; two
acres of land. See P. F. McCanna,
or Mrs. P. M. Gavin.
FOR RENT Five-roohouse In
good repair, corner of Railroad
avenue and Hill street. Low rent
to a permanent tenant. Inquire of
J. F. Luthy.
FOR RENT Five-roofurnished
house, also two and three room
flats, very reasonable to good tenants. Apply at 415 West Railroad
avenue.
FOR SALE.
FOR SALE A good big cow, will be
fresh soon. See George K. Neher.
FOR SALE OR exchange: a
Tost typewriter,
See The Citl
WANTED

DRUGS

Occidental

FEBnt' ART

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

When You Need

IS TO BE

loul and poisonous.
There can be no health where there
is poisoned blood.
now.
Backache is one of the first indicastrip or territory extending from
erinont, on the east, through cell tions of kidney trouble.
it is the kidneys' cry for help.
tnil New York to Pennsylvania was neea
it.
during the first fifty years of the re
public a remarkably fertile breeding u Doan's Kidney Pills are what
anted.
ground ror all manner of freak cults.
Are Just what overworked kidneys
..
n'l.
i ne i.i
i.me country in particular was neen.

saturated with the bacillus of Innova
tlon.
Innumerable prophets sprang
into ttie limelight and Issued dispell
sauon, m practically all of which
new relations of the sexes were de
ciarcn ny "divine inspiration."
In
this district iJorrillism, Mormonlsm
the Rochester Brother
hood, .spiritualism, the Oneida Com
inunity, the Pilgrims, and a host o
forgotten minor cults germinated and
tnrove. And it was in this dlstric
that the great reforms voiced In pro
minium, auoniion, und woman suf
frage found courageous leaders an
agfesslve, converts. It constitutes
a remarkably Interesting problem In
effect of environment that would have
fascinated the genius of Ruckle.
Thra-lK-,- 1
Ilic Holy prophet.
I oi lillism
as one of the first of
these fungus social growths.
stout
cane wielded by a vigorous veteran
of the war of the revolution put the
waxing colony out of business und cut
short the career of a phophet whys?

.EVENING
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FOR SAisS BY

h

'.ANN

WON

He names the following witnesses

to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:

Jose R. Candelaria, Rafael Baldes,
Manuel Sanchez. Blsente Padla, all
of San Rafael. N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
Subscribe for The Evening Citizen.
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VIRGINIA PAYS

PlfflGWEST

27 'GENTS PER

YEAR TO PROTECT LIFE OF

RULES SEASON
IN CAPITAL

I!

THE POLICY OF THIS STORE

ER

.

Is to clean up stock once

yearly and open season
with new goods.

GOVERNOR OP THE STATK AD
MITS INEFFICIENT UW8
fl
OF
MOKH THAN
TWO-TmRD-

Much of Society Has Flown
South But Few Engage-

ments Announced.

rre mixes insphcted

not

ONCK A VE.1II.

The Name

107, by the Newspaper
Enterprise Association.

(Copyright,

Vfll. CHAPLIN

(By H. G
Charleston, W. Va.. Feb. 23 I
protection of
stant action for
workers In the mines of West Virginia Is demanded as a result of the
amazing revelations
disclosed since
which wiped
the recent disasters,
out the lives of 127 miners since

(Ht Callirrinp Allmnn.)
Feb. 25. Fart
Wnshlnarton.

of
Korl.il
continent has
basely fled Jo southern resorts to get
the benefit of balmy air ana "unsnine
and to participate in the merry rivBut the January 1, 1907.
alry of gorgeous raiment.
After a thorough investigation In
wise virgins, scrlpturally ppeaklng, as
befits these Lenten days, who have the coal districts, I find that:
proBted by experience, .have disThe mine operators disregard even
creetly remained In town to enjoy the the fundamental precautions.
The state's mining laws are ab- ulet. leisurely affairs where they
have time to renew old friendships
and are ot placing their social pres
ttge hi Jeopardy by appearing In the
same gown twice.
Bridge rules pupreme, and thrifty
maids and patrons are playing for
vl
points and honors wherewith to in!;.;
M
dulge in eome cherished bit of spring
V
finery for the adornment of their fair
"
1
,
'
selres. Woe to the poor unfortunate
who has the temerity to accept an in- 1
vlUtloa to play bridge without know
ing the fine points of the game, for
her aoclal future is endangered if
he canees her partner, who is doubt
GOING DOWN IN GAGE TO THE STUART MINE.
less a leader among the powers that
The bodies of all tho 87 miners who were killed in Uie Stuart mine
be, to lose a game. Society can over
in West Virginia have not yet been been taken out. Tlie photograph
look mesalliances, wink at faux pas
shows the cage ready to tako down one of the dally searching partlos.
and a few other misdemeanors that
WW
are said In the French, because no
ago that opera Til
give
some
proposes
court
time
It
to
held
11
his
and
situation
Eng
mean
they
in
one knows what
He said that the tors were not responsible for deaths
closest attention.
lish, but stupidity at bridge is an im
or accidents in mines where the fire
laws are Inefficient.
possible barrier, a bar sinister,
Bald the governor:
"The laws are boss' negligence was the cause, becrime In the Boclal calendar that can
state laws made the fire
Inefficient because they do not give cause the
not bo forgotten, and "climbers" will
mine,
the mine Inspectors sufficient au boss a necessary adjunct to the agent
please take notice.
and he is therefore the state's
thority.
not the operator's. The state
and Mrs.
Kven
J. W. FAUX.
the president
"Because they do not safeguard and
does not designate who shall be fire
Roosevelt deserted the capital for
from blasting off in gaseous mines.
Chief Mine Inspector of West
boss, but simply says that there must II
NX.
few days this week, but scarcely fo
Virginia.
"Because they do not provide suf be a fire boss.
Iff
the purpose of escaping social obllga-tlonsThe operators of a single shaft ficient penalty for violation of state
"Because the operator can give the
Accompanied by Mrs. Long
mining laws.
nilno were working flvo times
job to any man he wants, whether
worth and Miss Ethel Roosevelt, they many
men In it as the law allows,
"Because they do not allow the that man Is efficient or inefficient.
went on a merry Jaunt to Massaehu
he did not Interfere. An explo mining department to prescribe suf
Added the governor:
setts to visit their two sons, Theo and
sion killed 87 men In tills mine. ficient rules to make mines safe.
"The laws should provide for a
dore, Jr., and Klrmet, who are at Paul
men enough
not
lias
wiys
te
"Because they compel the mining thorough examination which every
Like
tending school in that state.
Inspect.
to
which
with
department to come into court and man must take before he can be
all other college students, they are
able to come home only for the holl solutely Inadequate.
operators secure injunctions to close up dan- come fire boss. He should be thor
The
I
gerous mines. In the meantime the ough and competent before such an
days, and the president and Mrs, disregard even those.
can be given him, and i i
Roosevelt, who grow homesick for
inspection is a mock operator can do as he pleases and an appointment
state's
The
the governor should make that apthese two lively members of the fam ery.
costs West Virginia twenty explosion may oocur.
"Because the laws do not compel pointment, since the state laws comily. Blip away from official cares and seven It
cents per miner per year. Over
to be appointed and pel the fire boss to be part of the
social duties to spend a few quie
of the mines are not visit the fire bosses
Mrs. Roose- ed even once by an inspector.
days with their boys.
examined by the state. The supreme mine's officials.
velt's health has been unusually good
The Authorities Aroused.
this winter; she Is fleshier than ever
Governor Dawson admits that the
before and has a bright color that is
very attractive. Her gowns this sea- laws are inadequate. The state mine
Is granted a long term franchise and
his de
son have been made more elaborately Inspector frankly Bays thatmammoth
another refused a short term franfalters at the
chise, simply because certain Interaid In especially becoming colors, so partment
conventional
even
providing
I
..
of
task
....
i
it
s
ests needs to be protected.
that her youthful appearance has supervision of all the underground
Jfrv
Our
been remarked upon by all.
He has a good word for every man
first lady has little fear of exciting industry.
and every Just and honorable busileglsla
the
reached
has
crisis
The
comment by wearing the same gown
ness enterprise.
In
on various occasions, but, on the con- ture. A Joint committee is now
He lauds the citizens of his town,
to
find
recent
disasters
vestigatlng
the
trary, wears her favorite cOBtume as
and Its great advantages, and can see
for
relief
devise
and
causes
man ytlmes as she wishes, a fashion out the
more good than bad in his town.
the people of the state
He kicks against city extravagance
that extravagant ladles might follow miners and
confront
which
figures
The bald
to advantage had they the good taste
and pleads for economy and Just exterrifying.
the committee are
penditures.
and common sense to do so.
In 1906, more than 250 men were
He glories In everything that will
average
Lent Is the season of engagement killed in mine accidents, an
spread the fame of his city If there Is
every
em
1,000 men
announcements, but this year there of six out of
no selfish mainspring to the proposeems to be a strange
dearth of ployed.
sition.
Double Douth Kate.
Cupid's pranks, for, with the excepIn fact, your real genuine booster
The death rate this year promises
tion of Miss India Bell Flemin's apIs a man who loves Justice, loves his
proaching nuptials with Don Luis to be twice as largo unless West Vlr
city, loves her institutions, and is
Corea, which will take place next glnla's inefficient laws are remedied
ever ready to put her Interests above
Wednesday, there is no evidence that Its state mine inspection forces for
selfish schemes of all kinds.
any other of the many fair de- titled and more rigid examinations of
Hunting for Trouble.
butantes who were launched on this mines made.
Here Is the official record for mine
"I've lived In California 20 years,
season's gaieties have met similar
and am still hunting for trouble In
True, girl3 nowadays fatalities for the past ten years. It
happy fates.
the way of burns, sores, wounds,
put oft their weddings until they have fs given to the public for the first
BRINGING VP DEAD MINERS' EFFECTS.
Tills photograph was taken as the car from the Thomas mine, bear- - bolls, cuts, sprains, or a case of plies
had one or two seasons here and In time:
rt tLi
3t
7S
Killed by roof falling
New York, followed by greater triluff the effects of miners killed in tho latest big disinter, readied the that Bucklen's Arnica Salve won't
quickly cure," wrles Charles Walters,
112
umphs across the waters; for the
Killed by mine cars
mouth of the pit.
og Alleghany, Sierra county. No use
93
Killed by gas explosions...
American debutante fully realizes in
hunting. Mr. Walters; It cures every
Killed by all other causes. 281
her wise little head that the world is
case. Guaranteed by all druggists.
hers, and she has a well defined
the flour & the bee sed Not without a 25c.
1,275
longing to see it all before she marTotal
BOBBIE'S ESSAY ON
struggle; after sed strug
determined
The largest number of deaths oc
ries. Afterward well, she can see it
gle, which only lasted three (3) sec KTRAWnKUUIKH ON WASII- again.
curred by falling in of roofs and
onds, Adam said "Stung!"
INtiTON'S mimiDAY
THE LITTLE BEE
men being run over by mining cars,
Tet It speaks badly for Washingonce I was stung by a black hornet.
After the fruit and watermelon seaton beaux that all these charming The public hardly ever hears of these
open
&
very
It Is nothing unusson
bad
a
wlch is a kind ef bee
is fully
buds should be plucked by outsiders. as the casualties come singly.
kind, the last of this essay is a ual for the friends of a country editor
Inspection Doesn't Inspect.
There Is Miss Katherlne Elkins,
to bring in specimens from their gar(Written Especially for Mr. Walters.) poem:
daughter of the senator from West
There are 740 mines In West Vlr
dens and orchards, says the Itoswell
Of all the Insecks in this wurld
is the cute little things that
Bees
Virginia, one of the prettiest as well glnla. Some cover as much as
Record. But this year Geo. L. Wyllys
fly from flour to flour & take out the
Ide soonest be a Bee,
as one of the most desirable catches and 15 miles. It requires two and sweetness for you and for me. then
Today he
has them all beaten.
Ide fly rite at a big police
of the season, from every standpoint. sometimes three days to inspect these It is honey.
& watch him twenty-thre- e
(23) brought the editor of the Record a
She is a famous horsewoman and mines. There are seven state inspec
small mess of ripe strawberries, grown
when bees was made, thare Maker
possesses the distinction of being the tors and one chief Inspector.
outdoors without glass on the sunny
you
Now,
made
I
have
to
them
His
Only 225 of the state's 740 mines sed
side of hla home in Itoswell.
only active woman member of the
THE
OE
DEFINITION
no
with
tauscles
vary
small without
watermelons, however, will not be
Cross Country club, located at The are Inspected a year, on an average
an
&
no
hands
without
hit
ripe until the usual time.
This The law requires that a mine be in which to put
Plains, Fauquier county, Va.
boxing gloves, so I will
A GENUINE BOOSTER
club, of which E. H. Harrlman was spected every three months. This Is wichyouto up
put
way.
I will
another
Hack.
The num fix
the principal promoter, is an organ- a physical impossibility.
sumthing in yure body that will make
This ailment Is usually caused by
ization of millionaires, and In order ber of inspectors is too small.
be
rheumatism of thr muscles and may
A low estimate of value of mines the bralvest man retreet, It will
that It may be kept exclusive and un- A booster Is one that is for his be cured by applying Chamberlain's
& it can do the work,
stinger
a
called
They
wrong
tainted from the common herd, the of the state is $112,500,000.
Fain Balm two or three times a day
so the little bee was glad an started town when right, and when
initiation fee is $10,000 and the year- give employment to 55,000 men, 22
helps to right It.
rubbing the parts vigorously at
can
now
and
until
practising
it
out
rite
ly duos $2,000. Miss Evelyn Walsh 000 of whom are union men.
no special privileges each application.
If this does not
He
for
asks
Jeffries.
even
Mister
lick
The state's mine inspecting depart
Is another popular young lady who
to the detriment of the whole citi- afford relief, bind on a piece of flanof
was
In
Garden
the
bee
first
the
escaped un- ment costs $15,000 a year. That'
from all appearances
dampened with Pain
nel slightly
on a wild flour, when zenship.
of what West Virginia pays for the pro Eden, sitting
scathed from the fascinations
the Balm, and quick relief is almost sure
deal
for
the
for
asks
s'i'iare
along,
Give
He
Adam
came
sed
Adam
Washington's
marriageable
bache tectlon of 65,000 wage earners.
wants it to whole city and whe:i he can't get it to follow. For sale by all druggists.
Two years ago Chief Inspector W, me that flour, my wife
lors.
Mie is the only child of Thos.
the
bee sed No, kicks like a bay steir.
on
dress,
but
pin
her
MAHCIAIj VOl'NG
K. Walsh, whose wealth is such that J. Paul asked for five more inspec
He squeals when he sees special SAV
Is too big to pin on her
he could dress the fortunate young tors. He said he needed them. They this flour
ITOPU: THY MATRIMONY.
t i a few and degranted
privileges
a
show
flour
git
will
littel
that
dress,
Mr. Steven R. Brown and Miss Eva
wwmn in diamonds from top to toe, gave him to two more.
many.
got
to
the
dress,
nied
Adam
then
the
moar
of
Money Rules the Mine.
both of the vicinity of
supposing him guilty of such ex8c sed Nevertheless
He protests whet, one corporation Hendricks,
I will talk
ecrable taste.
The operator runs his mine for the mad
The Misses Khonts,
San Marclal, were married at the
afternoon.
who came here with an established financial returns for him. The cheapWinkler hotel yesterday
prestige of a successful London sea- er the labor, the more money in his
Rev. H. M. Terklns, of the Presbyson, and created a furore In Washpocket. Ho knows that every repair
terian church, conducting the solemn
ington's coterie of souls-elec- t,
bid costs money and may delay work.
and impressive marriage ceremony,
The
says the Socorro Chieftain.
fair to dance away as gayly as they So he lets go the repair, putting the
came, leaving a path strewn with matter In fortune's hands. He bebride and groom and the latter's
broken hearts, or at least wounded lieves in luck. Other operators do
brother were passengers for San
A great many people have an idea
Marclal this morning.
affections. And thus runs the whole the same thing, no accidents happen
because of
list, until one feign would question, to them. Why should accidents hap- ttat old eores exist merely
They
a diseased condition of the flesh where the ulcer is located.
At Oanip Moot in'.
pen to him?
Has Washington no match-makin- g
powders, plasters and other txternal applicamamas?"
He generally manages to find out patiently apply salves, such,
treatment the place refuses to heal. Whenwhen the mine Inspectors are com- tions, but in spite of all
ajtd ciiiropo- - ing.
dresserDIST.
Years of experience have taught ever a sore or ulcer does not heal readily the blood w at fault; this
him how to delude the inspectors. It's vital fluid is filled with impurities and poisons which are constantly
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No. part of his business.
being discharged Into the place, feeding it with noxious matter,
d
20D West Railroad avenue, is
has which makes it impossible for the sore to heal. Old sores may be the result
The official
bombardment
scalp treat- started.
to give thorough
Governor Dawson is lead- of an inherited blood taint, or the effects of a long spell of .sickness, or again
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns, ing the attack.
Will West Virginia's the circul ion may be contaminated with the collections of refuse matter
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She legislature answer
the cry of the which the different members have failed to expel throng it the channels of
gives massage treatment and mani- beckoning orphans and
weeping widnature. Whatever the i.aise me uioou incuring. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara- ows In shrouded
on the hills
comes steeped in poison aid a cut, bruise,
tion of complexion cream builds u,i and mountains of cabinsWest
Virginia?
fair
scratch or other wound 'en develops into
the fkin and Improves the complex- They are waiting.
ion., and Is guaranteed not to be Ina sore, fed and kept up by these impurities,
jurious. She also prepares a hair I.OV.
causing it to eat deeper r;to the surroundDAWSON'
ADMITS
TI1K
tonic that cures and prevents daning tissue, inflaming, U tering and causWKAKNKSS OF STATK LAWS
druff and hair falling out; restorel
VEGETABLE
PURELY
ing pain. External ap; .ications can only
Kulslnip-r.(J.
((Itv
II.
removes moles,
life to dead hair;
keen the sore clean: the.- cannot cure the
1
Charleston,
W.
Va.,
23.
thwarts and superfluous hair. Also a
they do not reach the blood. S. S. S. res Old Sores by
face powder, a freckle cure and pim- called on Governor W. M. O. Itawion trouble becausevery
bottom of the trouble, driving out t' ' impurities and
ple cure and pile cure. All of thes" ut the executive office and laid before going to the
When S. S. S.
are purely vegetable him the facts I had gathered In the poisons and purifying and building up the entirecirculati
preparations
compounds. Have Just added a vi- coal mining region the terrible facts has removed the cause the blood beconu-- rich and hcall!:. the sore begin!
Wc mmI( buck: "llelubed brev
brator machine for treatment of that showed the cheapness with to heal, new flesh is formed, the place scabs over and h 'on permanently em,'arson
did It bah 'cur to you arl what
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It which human life Is held In the state healed. JJoo' on tiorcs and Ulcers and any medical advh- - fiee.
a nit lurn olii siKht it would be If dls
is also used for rheumatism, pain of West Virginia.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., AYLAMTAj CA hull bressed worl' uz bllif ;
aroused to the
Governor Dawson
at. J massage.
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Not only means the Best
Shoes but it stands equally

hn

for honest advertising.
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All Other Shoes

w.;

at 10

Per Cent Discount

I

Our window display will give you
an inkling of the shapes that stylish
dressers will wear, but come in and care
fully inspect the shoes themselves. We feel
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we will
have your trade.

I
I

SHOE STORE

Wm. CHAPLIN

121 RAILROAD AVE.

ill

two-thir-

rv

3000 Pairs Men's
Fine Shoes

B

Fl

i
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SOSES

FED AND

KEPT 0PH1
BY IMPURE BLOOD

Faywood

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO UEACII.

KELEIVES

1

Hot

PAIN.

HOLDS UP THE

SYSTEM.

CURES RHEUMATISM.

Springs

CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.
ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FAYWOOD,

I New Mexico

FIRST

See Santa Fe Agent

for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.
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Write as For Catalogue of

PLOWS & ALL KINDS OF FARM MACHINERY 2

WAGON REPAIRS AND BLACKSMITH SUPPLIES

J. KORBER & CO., WHOLESALE

ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.

Albuquerque

2J2

Foundry and

NORTri SECOND ST.

Machine

Works

R. P. HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns an .2 Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
mopotrm on Mining mmd Mill Mmohlnory m Bpoolalty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.
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WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

BJjUPPE

RIGHT

203

At Consistent
Prices

NUE

WEST RAILROAD
NEXT

10

BANK

AVE-

OF

COMMERCE.

prs-pare-

)

1

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Thos. F. Keleher
DEVOES READY PAINT
COO Stiinra Ftt't.
PAI.MKTTO ROOF PAINT
Stops
Ijiu Ftte Years.

LIVERY. SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STAULKS.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TOURXOUTS IN THE CITT
Second Street, between lluiiroad and
Copper Avenue.

Ono (.ulloii Covers
Ix-ak-

JAP-A-LA-

C

408 Witt Railroad Avtnuo
i

NURSERY

hiODl'CTS

i

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
I'ltl'IT AMI SHARK TRKFJi,
Take LAXATIVE I1UOMO Quinine SMKIIIS, YIVKS Al ILOttKltS.
Tablets. DrugfUts rtfund money tf lil Y OF SOME ONI' YOIT KNOW.
v.
i.a:i:, 121 so. waltf.r
It falls to cure. E. W. GKOVES x.
signature U on each boi. 25c.
sniFin'.

'
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THE ALBUQUERQUE
Published Dally and

8
DELIRIUM OF GIVING BUT NOT
AT ALL IN RIGHT DIRECTION

Weekl.

By The Citizen Publishing Company
W. & 8TKICKLF.lt,
President.
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The army of settlement workers who some years
go entered upon their task In the great cities with
such splendid hope and optimism arc becoming discouraged. They went Into the slums to carry by ex-

W. T. McCHEHiHT,

Business Manager.

COMPARE THE TWO
According to reports In many exchanges, farmcr.4
are suffering severely from tho
They are having an experiIntense cold this winter.
ence the like of which Is seldom known even In thai
rigorous climate, where winter sets In early and
long.
The worst stories of suffering come from
Canada, though our own outposts are feeling the deprivation of fuel and the hardship of a winter for which
they were unprepared.
Railroads have been unable to
rUHh.
territory where fuel was most needed,
!nto
owing to snow blockades, hence the vry thing the
settlers most needed wft the thing denied them.
In Canada the horrors of the fuel famine are mos:
There they not only have no coal to burn,
disastrous.
but the country being newer the Inhabitants are poorly
equipped In every way to maintain themselves. Stories
of deaths by freeslng and of homesteaders burning their
houses bit by bit to keep warm excite the sympathy
Of those who know only by hearsay of the hardships o
pioneering on the wide northern frontier.
With the
demolition of their homes, the destruction of their live
stork and the consumption of their grain In lieu of fuel,
the settlers of the northwest will believe by spring that
their homes In the new country are won at a hard cost.
Here In New Mexico the weather for the entire fall
v
Stock
and for the winter thus far has been delightful.
has done well out of doors, families have needed but a
small supply of fuel In most parts of the territory, and
every prospect Is for an early and fruitful cropping sea-o- n
and one of our very best grazing seasons.
Wh
should an American migrate to Canada instead of com-Ip- g
to the southwest? Canada has done more advertising than we have.
In the extreme northwest

con-tlnu-

RIGHTS OF BACHELORS
The Washington Post becomes very serious ani
quite Indignant over the numerous bills aimed at bachelors which are now before the legislatures of the state.
It declares this "butting Into what Is nobody's business
except the victim of the assault has never before been so
bold, so audacious, so gross as now."
In fact, the Post maintains that a man has a divine
Tight to marry or remain single as he chooses, and that
his motives are his own concern.
Possibly, also, !
thinks that the number of children a man chooses to
have after his marriage Is solely hi own affair.
An exchange, in commenting on the foregoing, finds
difficulty In understanding Just why a man, who has had
no choice as to his presence in this world, is under ar.y
obligations to force the uncertainties of life upon others,
and thinks the reason is known only to the doctor whos
livelihood Is at stake, and the parson who needs the
marriage fee. However, the rulers, who want men to
face bullets and pay taxes, might also know.
Man knows nothing beyond the border lines of this
life, and what he finds between is seldom such unmixed
bliss that he Is especially blameworthy If he hesitates to
be responsible for willing it to another or others. More
especially Is this true if as a single man he realizes that
It alBo means that he must Inflict himself for life upon
aome Innocent and unsuspecting maiden, or maybe get
Inflicted himself.
Rather than put a tax on bachelors, they should
be given a reward of merit card for encumbering the
earth but once, and not Imposing their personalities by
Inheritance upon future generations.

ample and teaching, by personal contact and association new Ideals, higher ambitions and a better view of
life.

They have become so lmpres;cd tvlih the utter
degradation of their surroundings and the hopelessness of effecting permanent results that they are pos
sessed with despair and oppressed by the sheer magnitude of the misery and debasement they find. They
hate as a rule become themselves social anarchists
and feel, as Upton Sinclair expressed It, that they are
but standing on the brink of hell and trying to quench
he fire with snowballs.
These people Of the slums, working all any "n
sweatshops under conditions and at a wags that keep
them at the animal level, have no means for beautifying their homes, no possibility of comforts, no encouragements and indeed no homes. There Is no meJ-sag- e
to bring to them; they can be elevated only by a
change of conditions beyond the power of settlement
work.
with a de
The United States has been
lirium of giving, and an awful, deadly disregard of tho
Two of its citizens In
cause which create the need.
the past few years have poured out 1250,000,000 In
Not one dollar of this has gon?
public benefactions.
to relieve the miserable, pressing monotony of the lives
of the extremely poor. Not a dollar has gone tj give
them better and cleaner habitations, for hospitals, playgrounds for the children or clubhouses to provide si :la'
centers.
Senator Beverldge has Bhown how general Is the
prevalence of child labor, not alone in the cotton mllK
of the south and the mines of Pennsylvania, but In
most of the Industries, especially of the east. The little fellows, almost babies, who sell papers, black boots
and run errands on tho city streets; the little, naked
boys who pack cloth in New England bleaching vatrs:
the 80,000 children, most of them girls, who work In
the textile mills; the deliberate Importation of children
for work In factories, and the total of 1,700,000 unlir
fifteen years of age who are breadwinners, do not these
prove the charge that America has no regard for its
children?
Again we are told that 7,000,000 women ore now
s,
among the country's
and that In no city
Is the general wage large enough to protect a laige
prportlon of them from recourse to vice.
This all comes of that subordination of the state
to business that says the federal government must not
In these matters; they must be left to the
Interfere
states, which In their smaller entities are largely the
creatures of overgored wealth wealth which Is bidding
for a quiet conscience and seeking to turn away 111
face of public disgust and hatred by pouring out a
part of the millions won through Just such conditions.
Of what use are libraries and colleges, scientific
research and higher education to a people whose babloi
are forced to work side by side with their parents?
What use are they to men and women ruined In body,
mind and soul by a social condition that after crushing out of them the last vestige, of hope, goes on unchanging to wreck the lives of their offspring?
y
with wealth and learnThe country Is
ing; it needs to mend its foundations. If it would be
what it boasts the land of hope, of liberty, of equal
opportunity and of freedom from oppression Duluth
News Tribune.

mass meeting to nominate

a citizen's ticket for city

this, and then the News adds:

.

"Conspicuous members of the 'down and out' society, who realize that their past records do not entitle
them to consideration by the democratic party, and republicans who have no right to expect a place at tho
democratic pie counter, naturally turn to a 'citizens' '
organization in a hope of getting that which they can
not obtain from any other source. But democrats who
have worked long and hard for party successes and who
have always been faithful to the party, do not accept
readily such suggestions.
They prefer to stand In line
"with loyal party workers and see that none except true
democrats are solicited for positions of public trust."
In the foregoing extract read republican where it
says democrat, and democrat where it says republican,
and the reader will have an exact description of politics
?n Albuquerque or any other town,
The party which i
"out, aided by members of the dominant party having no
expectation of getting in, are always calling for citizen?'
tickets, for elections without politics, for reform of the.
other fellows. This method is so old and so universal
that it is surprising any can be found to be deluded
by it; and yet, like badger fights. It springs perennial.
Perhaps the minority finds It to be either this or noth- j

xV

man named Melchoir, who died In Seattle recently, left ISO, 000, the sum of a lifetime's hardships and
savings, and decreed in his will that all the money be
spent In building a tomb over his remains.
That is
.about as narrow an ambition us any man could well
have the piling of stones over his decaying skull, the
building of a costly mausoleum over his rotten bones.
Fifty thousand dollars, if properly used, would do a vast
lot of good in the world. It would buy fifty worthy people a decent home apiece.
Put out on Interest It would
provide free scholarships for half a score of struggling
men. It would do a work of charity so long as tha
world stood. What a fool, to waste his good money In
a graveyard! He had no right to do It. A spendthrift
says to you:
"Hire Is a thousand dollars.
It Is all
mine. I can do with It as I like.
I'll put It In the fire
and burn It up."
What is your answer?
You say:
"You may have the legal right, but you have not the
moral right to do this thing.
The world has gotten
over the Idea that a man may do what he pleases with
what he calls his own.
That $l,0oi) belongs to society.
It cost somebody something u represents somebody's
sweat and toll, somebody's privations and hort dinners.
You Khali not throw the money away." Hut this Melchoir would not only throw away $30.0u0 of socielty's.
capital, but would build a inonumeiit to his own
egotism.
A

folder Issued by the Commercial club of Roy, N.
M., and printed by the Spanish-America- n
of that place,
will be a revelation to all who see it for the first time.
We all have heard, and accept It in a general way, thut
New Mexico Is being developed agriculturally ut a won
derful rate; but it Is only when something comes to us
like this Roy folder that we really begin to realize the
actuality of the wonder. Well printed, forcefully writ
ten, tellingly illustrated
the folder itself is a revelu
tion; while the facts it contains make un
like
this writer sit up and rub tils eyes, to determine
Any one Interested
whether he be not dreaming.
should send for a copy.
A

old-tini-

There
aiih a thine us u natural burn bulldozer,
and there is fuch a thing us a fool acquiring the habit
The first Is a misfortune, the second is
after birth.
I'racticully it makes no difference whether
Idiotic.
Tha
the unfortunate habit Is congenital or acquired.
The bulldozer U personally a nuis
result is the same.
ance, while he Is a detriment to any community In
a nan ne resiaes. Aiuuijueniuu is unrortunaie in nav
lug on Its nvornlng paper an aggregation of bulldozers
the most vicious and Idiotic the sun ever shone upon.
Is

la

Cured

LUMP IN

A

A

WOMAN'S BREAST
CANCER.

F. H. STRONG
"MUF CED"

13

ALWAYS
Any

Tumor. Lump or Sort on tho Lip, Fact et
Anywhere Six Month! It Cancer.

Free BookCure Yourself at

Home

if the Cancer is yet small.

I

top-heav-

I Will Give

$1,000 If I Fall to Cure
Any Chancer or Tumor I Treat Before
It Poison Deep Glaniln, Without
Knifo or Pain, at Half Price for 30
Hays,
Not a dollar need be paid until
cured. This Is the only infallible cure
ever discovered. Absolute guarantee.
e
The best
Book on Cancers
and Tumors ever printed sent free
with testimonials of thousands cured.
In 34 years I have cured more cancers than any other doctor living. A
Pacific island plant extract makes the
cures safe, sure, quick, no trouble,
no risk cures at your home. Most
wonderful discovery on earth.
No
or other swindle. Write today,
cancer poisons deeper every day. Address Dr. & Mrs. Dr. Chamley & Co.,
747 S. Main St., Los Angeles, Cal.
Kindly send this to someone with
cancer.

i
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in Albuquerque
See Ours

$9.43
110
141

oTl

,

TdMfl

VnrfhAi-- n

For the
Best Line of

132
43
100
72
283
".108
70
182
44V4
15
34
128
81
23
68
124
1JY
43
128
116 H
24
91
143 H
25

.

JiiiL
hardware co,

Mcintosh
GROUNDS

UPON WHICH

J. D. Kakla, Prealdent
O. Gloml, Vice Prealdent.

LARRAZGLO CLAIMS CONTEST
"

Judge W. C. Heacoek has returned
from Raton, where he spent last
week looking after the Interests of
Delegate Andrews in the taking of
testimony in the Larrazolo-Andrew- s
contest case.
"In this district as well as in other
districts, where the democrats hav5
claimed that frauds were commit-- 1
ted in the late election," said Judge
Heacoek, "the testimony does not'
sustain the complaints.
For in-- 1
stance, one young man was brought
wno lesunea mai
uciure me
he was not of age, but it could not
be shown that there was not a man
by the same name in the district that
was of age, the man taking testimony
himself admitting that he did not
know every voter In the precinct.
"In another Instance it was alleged
that a man whose name was found
on the registration lists was dead.
but it was not shown that there were
not other men in the precinct by the
same name.
After three months'
time it is very easy to be unable to
find many voters who were there at
the time of the election.
The In
habitants of the camps are continually changing, the miners going and
coming all the time, and upon this
condition of things the democrats
have hoped to build a contest."

TIJ
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t'" MELINI

tions:
Wheat May 78Vi: July 78ff
July 46
Corn May

46.
Oats

Pork
Lard
Ribs

47$i;

:. r

37.

May 4214; July
May $16.65; July $16.75.
May $9.77; July 9.72.
15; July $9. IT.
May $9.12

W

J,

The Brotherhood of St. Paul will
their very interesting entertainments at the First Methodist
Episcopal church, evening of Thursday, Feb. 28, at 7:30 o'clock. This
will be an open meeting for ladles
and gentlemen and will consist of
public Installation of members, followed by a banquet, after which a fine
musical program will be rendered and
a paper on "Woman" will be read by
Mr. David Stewart.
This will be a
companion paper to that read by Miss
Hlckey on "Man." Tickets 25 cents.

give one of

Gas, Electric Light
and Power Go.
Corner Fourth and
Gold Avenue

Phone Red 98

EXPERT

Years the Standard of Piano Construction)

(Eighty-fiv- e

Shoemaking and Repairing
103 N. First

Conceded today to be the best in the world

Chickering & Sons Pianos

EAT MORE

...SOLO ONLY BY THE...

WHITWON
J1IJSIC
(Established 1882.)

C

Coma In and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything In mualo
a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our now aasy pay-

fi-o-

ment plan,
116 South

iM'vv

y

8cond atrcet

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

F-- PALMER
J.
Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,
--

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEC- TABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
601 North First Street
Both Phones.

t

foods-go- od,

The St. Elmo

se

JOSEPH

er

I.

Simple,

WAL-

of the most nutritious
of
wholesome bread and less of
the
and note your gain
In health. Ditto in money saving,
PRATT'S ANIMAL RKtJTLATOR.
bread Is cheaper than meats
ANll and
CATTI.K
1IOKSKS,
FOR
Just as gratifying
DAIRY STOCK. SVRK. 1XONOMI
to the appetite. To get the best bread
&Oo AND 75c
CAL AND OffCK.
and other flour products, always cr-dI'LIt BOX.
HOTEU CREAM."
w. i
PIONEER BAKERY,
602 SOU ill FIRST ST.
PHONE
u tm finmr miRKKT.
:,

HEAT with the
Whole of it.
COOK with
Half of it

The Albuquerque

$6. SO.

r

OVALS

Economical.

territory and western mediums 24 0
2Sc; medium 16 Si1 22c; fine 1 4 4j 1 7c.

S'ltcr Market.
St. Louis, Feb. 25. Spelter stead.

Humphrey

Cheap,

St. Louis Wool Market.
St. Louis, Feb. 25. Wool steady;

Metal Market.

0V0iytblng la stock to outfit tho
most tmttldloas bar com plot o

Have bean appointed exclusive agenta In the 8outhweat for Jea. .
Schlltz, Wm. Lamp and 8t Louie A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer'e Cedar Brook, Loule Hunter, T.J. Mon.
rch, and other aUndard brands of whlsklea toe numeroue to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But aell tte atralght article as received by ua from the beat laerlee.
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat s. Call and lnseeet ou
Stock and Prices, or write tor Illustrated Catalogue and Fries feist.
Issued to dealers only.

York,

New York. Feb. 25. Lead steady,
$6.d0 'u 6.30; topper $25.00 if 25.25.

(

A GIOMI.

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
ktep

Money Market.
Feb. 25. Prime mercantile paper 5j16 per cent; silver
6!tc; Money on call steady, 3 it 5 per
cent.
New

Sueceaaors to

A EAKIN, and BACHECHI

WHOLEBALK DEALERS IN

P. Matteucci

Produce Market.
Feb. 25. Closing quota-

Cbu. Melini, Sccretarr
Treasurer,

O. Bachechl,

Consolidated Liquor Company

J

Chicago IJvcsiock.
Chicago, Feb. 25. Cattle receipts
11 JVS HOT CHOCOLATE.
29,000. Market steady to 10 cents
lower. Beeves $4.106.85; cows and TON'S DRl'G STORE.
heifers $1.60(1)5.25; stockers and feed
Coming "Out West.'
ers $2.60:4.75; Texans $3.604.75;
calves $6.00L 7.50.
Market
Sheep receipts 25,000.
lambs
Sheep $3.60ifJ5.65;
steady.
$4.50'r7.65.
Chicago,

T. C. NEAD, Treasurer and Manager

at

wajjjjjojaM

I

New York Stocks.

American Sugar
Amalgamtaed Copper
American Smelters
American Car Foundry
Atchison, com
American Locomotive
Anaconda
Baltimore and Ohio
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
Canadian Pacific
Colorado Fuel
Chicago Great Western
Erie com . . ;
Louisville and Nashville
Missouri Pacific
Mexican Central ,,
National Lead .,
New York Central

LUNA,

bifi

The following' quotations were received by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York. Room 37, Barnett building, Albuquerque, N. M.:
May cotton

SOLOMON

A

MARKETS

ockocoxxxxx&oxxooooooooooc
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Price

F. H. STRONG
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January's report of the production of tin- Hand
district of tho Transvaal indicates that the gold output
of 1907 is likely to exceed that of 1906. The Rand's
production for January was $11,687,000.
As the tendency is upwaid v. 1th a good deal of stead'mvs, month
by month, the prospect Is that the output of that field
for the calendar year will amount to about $150.0UU,-000- ,
and may go higher than that.
The Rand Is the most productive of the worldgold fields.
It contributed in 1UU6 about 119,000,000
of the world's uearegate.
The United States stood sec
ond, with an output of f W6.0U0,0U0.
As the world
total gold production for 19U6 was about $400,000,000,
and us the United States is also increasing its output
this year, the chances ure that the 1907 gold yield will
go considerably above 1 425,000,000.
There has been
a steady gain In the world's aggregate ever since the
close of the Boer war, which permitted the mines of
the Rand to reopen. Tho average Increase of each
year over Its predecessor has been about $25,000,000.
With an output of $400,000,000 for 1906, the gold
production has doubled since 1896, when Bryan made
his first canvass for the presidency, and It has practl- cally quadrupled since 1884, the year of Cleveland's first
election. This immense expansion has had two Import
ant consequences. It has permitted several countries
to adopt the gold standard in the past dozen years,
Mexico being tho latest of them to muke this change
It has helped to quicken ull sorts of Industries und to
send prices und wages up.
These effects have been"
felt In all the great countries of the world, but par
ticularly In the United States. There is a fear in some
quarters thut the production may continue until gold
gets to be too cheap for its present Uses as a basis for
currency, and a general standard of values. This ap
prehension, however, is likely to turn out to be illusory.
The tremendous expansion In enterprise all over the
onu, miicn is partly a cause una partly a consequence
of the gold expuiisiuii,
will probably absorb ull the
new gold thut comeii to band, und prevent it from dropping to the silver level. Globe Democrat.

In

FURNITURE

Ontario and Western
Pennsylvania ..
Reading com
Rock Island com
There has been a decline of nearly 2,500,000 bar Southern Pacific
rels of beer In the annual consumption of the United St. Paul
Kingdom during the past six years, notwithstanding that Southern Railway
Tennessee Coal
149
the population Increased by 2,000,000.
Cnlon Pacific
169
Official figures for the fiscal year 1906 give the U. S. S. com --.
43
amount retained for consumption at 33,405,000 bar V. 9. S. pfd
103
31
rels, or 27.9 gallons per capita.
This decline of 11 per Greene Con ;
21
cent has taken place entirely In the English and Scot- Shannon
193
and Arizona
tish consumption, since that of Ireland exhibits a slight Calumet
Old Dominion
66
actual Increase over the six years previous. That the Copper
Range
93
people of the United Kingdom are not making up for North Butte
112
their beer frugality by Imbibing more spirits is shown Butte Coal
34
by the statistics, from which It appears that the total
Kansas city Live Stock.
annual consumption of spirits decreaiel from 1.1 proof
Kansas City, Feb. 25. Cattle re
gallons to nine-tentof a gallon. Tho spirits retained ceipts
11,000, Including 600 southerns.
for consumption In the 1906 lis Til vtar was ?4,487,-00- 0 Market steady to shade lower.
Native
gallons of home made and 6, 73.", 000 foreign. Meas steers S 4.25 y 6.50; southern steers
ured by the population, the decline In the amount of $3.50(1? B.OO; southern cows $2.50
British spirits consumed Is about 15 per cent, whereas 3.75; Native steers $2.6004.90; stock- ers and feeders
3.505.00; bulls
In respect to foreign spirits it Is about 29 per cent.
$a.04.25; calves $3.E07.OO; west
Furthermore, the practice of private brewing has de- ern
fed steers $4.00 4j 5.80; western fed
creased enormously In the last decade. The sale or cows $2.75 fy 4.60.
beer to the trade is being centered In the hands of che
Sheep receipts 14,000. Market 10c.
large producers. English Journals draw as a deduction lower. Muttons $4.50Ti 6.75; lnmbs
from these figures that the habits of their people ate $6.60 C0 7.30; range wethers $5.00tfJ
6.40; fed ewes $4.506.20.
,
Improving.
The British are evidently giving up jlcuhollo drinks
Omiilui Livestock.
more and more and becoming still greater tea drinker,
Omaha, Neb., Feb. 25. Cattle re
their imports of tea for home consumption having been ceipts 4,500, market Bteady to lower.
for the first seven months of 1906 155,767,710 pouiuls, Cows and heifers $2.50?i4.60; westan Increase of over 10,000,000 pounds above the same ern steers $3.25 5.25; Texas steers
$3.00ii4.40; cows and heifers $2. 25
period of 1905. San Francisco Chronicle.
$2.00 iff 3.00; stockers
4.20; canners
and feeders $3.00(ff 5.00; calves $3.00
(U 6.&0;
bulls $2.50(3.25.
10,600;
market
receipts
Sheep
HOW RISING TIDE OF GOLD HAS
$5.75
steady to easier. Yearlings
ewes
6. 75; wethers $5.25(5.60;
$4.50
AFFECTED WORLD AFFAIRS
$15.30; lambs $6.50ij 7.25.
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Wo Lower

Same Goods
Corner Copper and Second

''jo

wage-earner-

g OUR BRITISH COUSINS LEAVE
"
'
The El Paso Herald, a republican paper in' an overLIQUOR AND TURN TO TEA
whelmingly democratic town, favors the holding of a g
offices.
The Evening News, which is democratic, says
Jt Is perfectly natural for the republican paper to do

Cancer

poeed
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THE INS AND OUTS

citizen.

j

J

BARNETT,

Prop',

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
,

8 AM PLC AND

2 0 West Railroad Avenue
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BRIEF SYNOPSIS OF THE

The Baby's Bed

HIS WAY TO ALBUQUERQUE

should be a fitting accompaniment to all that important person's belongings. Nothing is more
comfortable, sanitary and
safe than a

STEAD LAW

TO RECOVER

STUDENTS

GENERAL HUGH CAMERON ON

NEW MEXICO HOME-

SMALL SHOW!

VARSITY

Kansas Hermit, Pedestrian at 80, Stops
in Kansas
to Duke City
to Thank Governor Ross For
ing Against Impeachment of
President of U. S.

men and single women over 21
years of age, widows, deserted wives,
City-Walk- ing
and persons under the age of 21
years who are the heads of families,
who are not the owners of more than
VotTwo Los Grlegos Natives Ar- Wife and Three Babies In 160 acres of land, who are citizens or
have declared their intention to bePoor GIrcumstances at
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Metal Crib
These come in white and vernis martin.
A

Well-Ma-

and

ds

Wire

Re-lnfor-

Mattress

completes this desirable piece. Sides drop down to allow
the little one to creep into and out of the crib without
being lifted.

Come in and see them on oor floor.

ALBERT FABER'S
.... Staab Building

10 Railroad Avenue
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A Checking Account

;

Putt System Into Your Business

book.

For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. You have positive
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and small
,
accounts.

The Bank of Commerce
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000
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New and Second Hand

Furniture Repaired,

FURNITURE

MATTRESSES

Household Goods,
Stoves, Ranges,
Chinaware, Crockery.

Made Over, Upholster-

K

ing and Picture Framing.
All Work Guaranteed.

315 and 310 South Second Street
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M
Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - -

7

Under Savoy Hotel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor
Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

The telephone makes the
duties lighter, the cares less

and the worries fewer.
VOTJ

preserve
telephone
The
your health, prolongs your Hie
and protects your borne.

NEED A TEIiEPIIONE

IN YOTJR HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

HANDSOME

Crockery
Souvenir
views or
Alvarado,

Cathedral, Commercial

Club

Household Goods of Every Description

Austro-Hungaria-

Jin y

-

it-

DEALER IN
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you pay all bills b y check, your business Is recorded
Each Item shows for Itself. There la a
record of all receipts and expenditures In your bank
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Borradaile
117 W.

& Co.

Gold Ave.

Butter Nut Bread
Better Than Ever

.

French Bakery . .

Houslon-fiarill- in

202 East Railroad Ave.
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U. N. M. Dramatic Club at Casino
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EVENING , CITIZEN.

DEALER

13ALDRJDGE
J.IN C.NATIVE
A NO CHICAGO LUMBER

S
PAINT Covers more, looks best, wears
the longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDING
PAPER Always In stock.
Plaster, Lime. Cement.
Paint, Glass, gash. Doors, Etc.
FIKST STKEET AND COAL AVE. ALUl'Ql'EKQl'E, NEW MEX.
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-
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land,
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W. D. HadelifTe was In the city
v
yesterday from Helen.
John D. Hess, of Mora, was here

Pr.
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We have just received some of
the latest stlye low shoes in
'Douglas, Vici Kid and Patent
Kid.
Their graceful shapes are a de
light to the eye, their perfect fit makes the feet comfortable
and their splendid wear and low
prices are easy on the pocketbook.

Hi

Patent

Oxfords

Kid

$2.50 to 3.50

Vici Kid Oxfords, black

and tan
Canvas

-

-

-

$1,65 to 3.00

-

Oxfords, white

-

or gray

-

. $1.50

-

to

2.00
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Capitol Coffee
bucket,
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with
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I

Golden Gate coffee

I

11.00.

Una, 40c.
Una, 80c.
like It In the city. Try
nn m nl
uri
b.
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Send in Your Watches for Repairs
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Wagner Hardware
Fourth and Railroad Avenue

Co.

yesterday.
E. It. 'Wells came In from the
Meadow City last night.
J. II. Nntlons, the El Faso cattle
man, Is registered at the Alvarado.
George Sweetlnnd has resigned as
manager of the Alvarado laundry.
Several members of the Albuquer
que bar were passengers to Santa Fe
this morning on the early train.
spent
Governor H. J. Hagerman
yesterday In the city and returned t
the capital this morning.
E. D. Leis, of the depot ndvertlsin
department of the Santa Fe, Is reg
lstered at the Alvarado.
Paul O. Larsh, a well known busl
ness man of Engle, N. M., Is regis
tered at the Alvarado.
Dr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Harrison
have returned home from a pleasan
visit to friends at Santa Fe.
Mrs. L. J. Rummell, who has been
quite III for the past couple of weeks,
was able to sit up a while this aft
ernoon.
Mrs. Amado Chaves, of 1109 Ken
avenue, has returned
home after
spending two weeks with old friend
In Santa Fe.
Chas. Rossi and George Bolton, of
the European club, have gone
Faywood Hot Springs for an outing of
a few weeks.
Mrs. Rufus Goodrich, of Los Ange.
les. Is In the city on a visit to her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. W. McDon
aid, of South Third street.
The Bernalillo delegation to the
territorial legislature returned
Santa Fe this morning to continue
the flght for their constituents.
B. A. Sylvester, the Insurance and
real estate agent, has moved hi
office from room 5, Cromwell block
to rooms 12 and 14, same building.
A. Anson, the contractor, is pre
paring to build a new residence at
the corner of Marble avenue an
North Fourth street.
The cost will
be about 110,000.
A. L. Clermont, local manager for
the Bradstreet commercial agency, I
expected home tomorrow from
business visit to El Paso.
Judge Ira A. Abbott and daughter
went to Santa Fe this morning, the
judge to attend supreme court an
Miss Abbott to visit friends.
John Drouln, who has been In thl
city for the past three weeks as
guest of Mrs. T. Lctarte, leaves for
his home In Chicago tonight.
Regular meeting of Benefit lodge
No. 2, A. O. U. W., this evening, at
their hall, at 7:30. Visiting brothers
welcome. T. F. Kings, recorder.
Mrs. A. Jacoby, the professional
nurse who has been at Laguna for
several weeks In the pursuit of her
profession, Is expected home this
week.
Geo. W. Stubbs, who has been for
the past few days on a tour of in
spection through the mines of the
Mogollon district, returned to his
home In this city last Friday even
ing.
Conductor O. B. Dakan, of the
Albuquerque-Wlnslorun, has gon?
to Pansons, Kan., where, It Is said
he will be married.
Mr. Dakan let
the cat out of the bag Just before
departing on Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Weiss and son
of Laguna, will soon leave for Call
fornla, where It Is their Intention to
visit several coast points. Including
Los Angeles and San Francisco. Dur
ing me trip tney will spend some
time at Martinez, the early home of
w
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A Rarcb't
tobe rroprrly prepared .should bemnd
in a JUanmvf,
dialing Dish.
Aleay
mi worry ipsr nhom rireit.
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Chafing Dish
has pnxlnccd a dainty morael to retrale
yoi:r fiiBii.l l:e u:i: to
t;iat yuur
Ciafinu fi:-it ati;rtttTt with th
patented .rami... .'Ivory1' e n in -cled food uu louml only in Man.
niug, towmau & Co. Chafing lHhe.
FOR BALC BY

Wagnet
Hardware Co.
Successors to Albuquerque Hardware
Co.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

EVER

mm

THE

Diamond
RAILROAD

Palace
AVE.

DUmondi, Watctta, Jewelry, Cat Glass, Clock, Silver ara.
year trada and guarantea A SQUARE DEAL.

fj'l.
'

Jol. J. J.J.J.J-.L.t..-It.

We Invite

..

and Miss Hunt's physician, Dr.'jamesl
mroin.
miss nuni is convaiesc
Ing from a severe Illness, and Is go
Ing to California In the hope that a
change will hurry her ultimate re
covery.
We can save you money
Sheriff Cunningham, of George
town, Colo., arrived here Saturday
night to secure the two prisoners,
Cobb and Strickland, who were ar In the purchase of a Piano
rested In the stock yards south of
Albuquerque for assaulting and rob
bing a Chinaman in Golden,
The
sheriff returned with the men yesterday morning.
They are both said to We Carry the Largest Stock
nave police records.
of New Pianos Ever Shown
Miss Jennie Craig, one of Albuquerque's most acompllshed
your.g in This Territory.
musicians, left Saturday night for El SECONDHAND Pianos
at
Paso where she will visit her sisters,
Mrs. W. It. Drummond and Mrs. A. your own prices
almost
Powell for a couple of weekn. Among
the miiny musicians of this city, Miss
SEE US betore you buy Craig has been selected by Mr. Ellis
as planolst for his orchestra, and It
can be truthfully said by the music
lovers of this city that In this selection Mr. Ellin has made no mistake.
&
Jacob F. Riha, who conducts a
boarding house at San Pedro, is In Established 1900
206 W. Gold Avenue
the city buying supplies.
Mr. Rlha
says that the Santa Fe Gold & Copper company has begun a
of all their several copper claims in Genuine American block, per
ton
m.50
tne aistrict and that the camp :s
Lamp
$6.50
lively generally.
Mr. Riha has Just Cerrlllo
$8.50
recently purchased from Otto 11. Anthracite Jfnt
Anthracite mixed
$9.00
ueniworth the latter's Interest In a Anthracite,
stove .and . furnace
boarding house at San Pedro and by
sixes
$9.50
so doing becomes the sole owner ot
Clean Gas Coke
$6.00
the business.
WOOD.
Rev. Geo. W. Dunlap, pastor of the Green Mill Wood,
per load. .. .$3.25
Presbyterian church of Las Cruces,
was In the city yesterday on his reW.
&
turn from the men's missionary conBoth
Phones.
vention at Omaha, Neb.
occuHe
pied the pulpit of the First PresbyThe firm of Lommorl & Matteuccl
terian church last evening. His address took the form of an able and corner Seventh and TIJeras, will hereenthusiastic report of the doings of after be known as
that convention, the motto of which
..THE .
was "The evangelization
of the
world In this generation."
The new CHAMPION GROCERY CO.
soloist, Mrs. H. J. Collins, added to
Our new telephone number la SI.
the Interest of the occasion with an
appropriate selection.
Women's house shoes, toe sllnners
sirap sandals and Julletes. Neat
looking, easy on the feet, well wear
ing. prices range from $1.10 to
2.00. c. May's Shoe Store. 814 West
uauroad avenue.

Learnard

C,

1.00, 1.25,

1.50, 1.75 up to

Coming

Al'CTIOX.
Thursday afternoon, February 28,
1:30 o'clock, sharp, at 518 West Cop
per avenue, I will Bell the entire fur
nishings of a
home. The fur
nlture Is In good condition and will
go to the highest bidder for cash. Sale
will consist In part of one
range, dining table, kitchen utensils,
dishes, refrigerator, sewing machine,
Iron and wooden beds,
matresses,
springs, dressers, commodes, carpets,
rugs, chamber sets, writing desk, pic
tures, center tables, rockers, three
heating stoves, lace curtains,
$500
Cabinet Grand piano, and other ar
ticles too numerous to mention. See
goods Wednesday before sale.
V
II. S. KNIGHT,
Auctioneer,
The Holllngsworth Twins and big
dramatic company opens tonight at
the Elks' theater, 15, 25 and 35 cents.

WOOD
ammaaaw$ammm

Beaven

S.

502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

List your property with

&

R.R.

AND

-

122 South Second St.

! 19 We,t Go,d Ayenue

Tronsaotlont

Guarantooo

1

1

Ladies

COtrftl4T

T

wit

Why so much good cloth Is was ted because It Is not made up right we
cannot understand. You know though that a grrat part or the good
cloth that Is made Is mistreated by being put Into
salts,
lit Is a tiling we look to when we buy our goods. Might yoa not Jus
as well go to a store that has g ood fitUng goods? Clothes that fit
feci better, and good clothes that fit make a man feel better. We can
s.
sell you suits and
ed

CO.

top-coat-

.

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

NORTH FIRST STREET

Wagon Covers,
I

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks,

Harness,
Horse Blankets,
Saddles.

TIN SHOP
In Rear of

stor.

Wholesale and Rgtail

HARDWARE
Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves,

o

Fittings-Ste-

am

o
and Water

N

SuppliesHose and Belting.
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.

o

Mail Orders Solicited

O

I

mtremt
tT. mouth' rrat
tS'l
atrmmt
409. North rirat
40t.ta.'t

Albuquerque, Ne

Mexico

00
o

Home Insurance the Best
E CANNOT refrain from again saying something about Home In
surance,
Every time that the proposition presents itself of the
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the con
viction comes home with increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain In the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money into Eastern channels when it can be placed in home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It is gratifying to note that home Insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies in the amount of business written.
Why cannot this same record be made here? It can if
every individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value it la to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
Is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.

W

8 W. R. R. Ave.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
At TMK
0L0MB0 HALL DANKSCH001
Admission 50c

:if;.

BOUGHT, SOLO
EXCHANGED

Association Offlot

ROSENFIEIO'S,

-5-

Jones

ttO South Second St.

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

WELL YOU,

SUOVLV SEE THEM
BUSTER BRoVN

HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES

POUND SALK.
A bay pony, weighing about 600
pounds, with brands on left hip and
left shoulder, white spot In forehead,
will be sold under the hammer at the

Live Men

A

AND VARIETY!
Z0

Stoves and Steel Ranges

"Out West.'

TICKETS

This is the largest line of fine goods in the city,
glance at them will convince you.

wet

HAVE" THE QUALITY' AS WELL
AS THE QUANTITY ToCETHER
WITH STYLE AND FIT

Betwen Railroad and Ccppw Ave.

iwo little waifs of New Orleans. Maud
nolllngsworth plays Blanca, the street
singer, while Myrtle takes the part of
ricaynne, the newsboy. Prices 15.
and 35 cents.

John

2.50

retsolved .

amountof goods
that theCjARmpnt
in Your
isnt all

that 15 nec etjjaky.

115-11- 7

"Under Southern Moss" at the Elks'
theater tonight, tells the life story of

Crawford
SHIRTS-..75-

m.m

Lindemann,

H. HAHN

BIO LOAD OF MILL WOOD
$2.25 AND. $2.75
FOR

in fancy Negligee Shirts is now on display

M

COAL

railroad

Our elegant new Spring Line of the Latest Creations

fill

Do It Today

COAL

New Shirts

IMPORTATIONS

TODAY

HONEY

f t tftf f

THE LATEST

NOW

city building Thursday morning, Feb.
28, 1907. at 10 o'clock.
By order, of
, THOS. McMILLIN,
City Marshal.
c
Mr. Weiss.
four-acA
t
drama, four big special
Dr. C. H . Conner, of Albuquerque. ties, animated pictures and Illustrated
songs,
good
has received a telegram from L. R,
music, singing and danc- ng all for 16, 25 and 35 cents. At me
Thompson, of Los Angeles, which an
Elks'
nounces the birth of a girl baby to
theater all this week, starting
Mrs. Thompson last Saturday.
Mr tonight.
and Mrs. Thompson formerly lived
TO THE PUBLIC.
here, Mr. Thompson holding an In
We, tlio undersigned, have this day
terest In the Matthew dairy, which
wild to the Wagner Hardware com
he still retains.
pany the stock and good will of Uie
Felipe Hubbel, director
company.
Hurtlware
of the Albuquerque
Pajarlto schools district, announces who will collect all accounts due said
that the people of Pajarlto have de- Albuquerque Hardware company and
cided to have a spring term of school pay all bills contracted by said com
The winter term ends March 22, pany. Wo alto, in this connection
when a new teacher will be wanted. nlsh to thank you kindly for the very
tne present teacher not caring to liberal patronage extended to the Al
keep the school longer than the buquerque Hardware company in the
punt, and trust you will continue the
close of the winter term.
sumo courtesy to the new company.
A firm to be known as Albright &
ours very truly,
Anderson, composed of Geo. F. Al
WHITNEY COMPANY.
bright,
and Ward Ander
son, recently of the Morning Journal,
has purchased the Sellers Printing
company business, located on Gold 0 lbs. Nice Extracted Honey for
avenue, and took active charge of the
$1.00. Order by Postal.
business this morning.
The deal W. r. Allen. Box 202, Albuquerque.
was made on Saturday.
Mrs. Ralph Hunt arrived from El
l'aso this morning.
This evening
Mrs. Hunt wll depart for California,
accompanied by Miss Mabel Hunt,
3ssVsVascsBssK9flBHflB
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
96.50
doctor Mccormick,
BLOCK
liquor
BEST AMERICAN
habit
cured.
523 west
$8.50
PER TON
ave.
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Believe Us

LOCAL, AND

Dainty Oxfords
For Women

trrrerrmn ntTtyv

XftnQTTr?mTrfl!

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N.
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